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February 2, 2024 

RE: eBay Inc. 

Exclusion of Stockholder Proposal Submitted by John Chevedden

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

On behalf of eBay Inc., a Delaware corporation (“eBay” or the “Company”), and in accordance with Rule 

14a-8(j) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), we are 

submitting this letter with respect to the stockholder proposal (the “Proposal”) submitted by John 

Chevedden (the “Proponent”) for inclusion in the proxy materials the Company intends to distribute in 

connection with its 2024 Annual Meeting of Stockholders (the “2024 Proxy Materials”). A copy of the 

Proposal and its supporting statement is attached hereto as Exhibit A, and all relevant correspondence 

with the Proponent is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

The Company intends to exclude the Proposal from the 2024 Proxy Materials and hereby respectfully 

requests confirmation that the Staff of the Division of Corporation Finance (the “Staff”) of the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”) will not recommend any enforcement action if, 

in reliance on Rule 14a-8, the Company omits the Proposal in its entirety from the 2024 Proxy Materials. 

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(j), this letter is being submitted to the Commission no later than 80 calendar days 

before the Company intends to file its definitive 2024 Proxy Materials. This letter constitutes the 

Company’s statement of the reasons it deems the omission of the Proposal from the 2024 Proxy 

Materials to be proper. 

In accordance with Rule 14a-8(j), we are simultaneously sending a copy of this letter and its attachments 

to the Proponent. Rule 14a-8(k) and Section E of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14D (Nov. 7, 2008) provide that 

shareholder proponents are required to send companies a copy of any correspondence that the 

shareholder proponent elects to submit to the Commission or the Staff. Accordingly, we are taking this 

opportunity to remind the Proponent that if the Proponent submits correspondence to the Commission or 
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the Staff with respect to the Proposal, a copy of that correspondence should concurrently be furnished to 

the Company. 

THE PROPOSAL 

The Proposal sets forth the following resolution: 

RESOLVED: “The Bylaws of eBay Inc. are amended as follows: 

Article II Section 2.12 is deleted and replaced in its entirety as follows: 

Compensation of Directors. The Board shall not have any authority to fix the compensation of 

directors. The compensation of directors the Corporation pays shall be fixed at $1 in a fiscal year; 

provided, however, the Corporation may pay, grant, or award compensation greater than $1 in a 

fiscal year if such compensation has been (1) disclosed to stockholders in advance of the fiscal 

year in which the Corporation will pay, grant, or award such compensation; (2) submitted to an 

approval vote of stockholders at an annual or special meeting of stockholders in advance of the 

fiscal year in which the Corporation will pay, grant, or award such disclosed compensation; and 

(3) approved by a majority of stockholder votes present in person or represented by proxies and 

entitled to vote cast in favor of the disclosed annual compensation at an annual or special 

meeting of stockholders in advance of the fiscal year in which the Corporation will pay, grant, or 

award such compensation, which majority shall include only stockholder votes of stockholders 

that are not directors of the Corporation.” 

BASES FOR EXCLUSION 

The Company believes that the Proposal may be properly omitted from 2024 Proxy Materials pursuant to:  

1. Rule 14a-8(e)(2), because the Company did not receive the Proposal before the deadline for 

submitting stockholder proposals for inclusion in the 2024 Proxy Materials; 

2. Rule 14a-8(i)(2), because implementation of the Proposal would cause the Company to violate 

Delaware law; 

3. Rule 14a-8(i)(6), because the Company lacks the power and authority to implement the Proposal; 

4. Rule 14a-8(i)(7), because the Proposal deals with a matter relating to the Company’s ordinary 

business operations; and 

5. Rule 14a-8(i)(3), because the Proposal is so vague and indefinite as to be inherently misleading. 
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ANALYSIS 

I.  The Proposal may be omitted under Rule 14a-8(e)(2) because the Company did not receive the 

Proposal before the deadline for submitting stockholder proposals for inclusion in the 2024 

Proxy Materials. 

A. Background 

Rule 14a-8(e)(2) provides that stockholder proposals submitted with respect to a company’s regularly 

scheduled annual meeting must be received at the company’s principal executive offices no less than 120 

calendar days before the anniversary date of the company’s proxy statement that was released to 

stockholders in connection with the previous year’s annual meeting. On April 28, 2023, the Company filed 

with the Commission, and commenced distribution to its stockholders of, a proxy statement and form of 

proxy for its 2023 Annual Meeting of Stockholders (the “2023 Proxy Statement”). As required by Item 

1(c) of Schedule 14A and Rule 14a-5(e) under the Exchange Act, the Company included on page 91 of 

the 2023 Proxy Statement the deadline and procedures for receiving stockholder proposals submitted for 

inclusion in the 2024 Proxy Materials, calculated in the manner described in Rule 14a-8(e): 

You may submit proposals for consideration at future annual stockholder meetings. To be 

considered for inclusion in the proxy materials for our 2024 Annual Meeting of 

Stockholders, your proposal (other than a proposal for director nomination) must be 

received by our Corporate Secretary at our principal executive office no later than 

December 29, 2023. Your proposal must comply with the procedures and requirements 

set forth in Rule 14a-8 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Your 

proposal should be sent via registered, certified or express mail to our Corporate 

Secretary at our principal executive office 2025 Hamilton Avenue, San Jose, California 

95125; no facsimile submissions will be accepted (emphasis added). 

A copy of page 91 of the 2023 Proxy Statement is attached to this letter as Exhibit C.  

On December 28, 2023 at 7:32 PM and 7:36 PM Pacific Time, the Proponent sent two emails (the “Initial 

Emails”) to the same set of five eBay.com email addresses, of which three were inactive email addresses 

of former eBay employees who had departed the Company in 2019, 2022 and 2023. The Initial Emails, 

which included copies of the Proposal dated December 28, 2023 and purported to submit the Proposal for 

inclusion in the 2024 Proxy Materials, were addressed in one case to one of these former employees, and 

in the other case to a name that was not included among the recipient email addresses. The remaining 

recipients of the Initial Emails were members of different sections of the Company’s internal legal team, 

and none of those recipients were internally or externally designated as proper persons for receipt of Rule 

14a-8 stockholder proposals. Neither the Corporate Secretary of the Company (to whom the 2023 Proxy 

Statement instructed stockholders to address any Rule 14a-8 proposals) nor any Assistant Secretary 

received the Initial Emails. 
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On January 4, 2024, after the recipients who were current eBay employees had reviewed the Initial 

Emails, they were able to determine that they purported to deliver a Rule 14a-8 stockholder proposal, and 

communicated the existence of the Initial Emails to the Corporate Secretary of the Company (the 

appropriate person for receipt of such a proposal). The Company sent the Proponent a letter (the 

“Deficiency Notice”) by overnight courier and email, informing the Proponent, among other things, that 

the Company had not received the Proposal and requesting proof of mailing and delivery. To date, the 

Proponent has not provided such proof.  

B. A proposal may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(e)(2) if the proposal is not received at the 

company's principal executive offices not less than 120 calendar days before the date of 

the company's proxy statement released to shareholders in connection with the previous 

year's annual meeting. 

Under Rule 14a-8(f)(1), a company may exclude a stockholder proposal if the proponent fails to follow 

one of the eligibility or procedural requirements in Rule 14a-8. Typically, a company may exclude a 

proposal on this basis only after it has timely notified the proponent of an eligibility or procedural problem 

and the proponent has failed to timely and adequately correct the problem. However, per Rule 14a-

8(f)(1), a company “need not provide [the proponent] such notice of a deficiency if the deficiency cannot 

be remedied, such as if [the proponent] fail[s] to submit a proposal by the company’s properly determined 

deadline” (emphasis added). 

One of the eligibility or procedural requirements in Rule 14a-8 is the requirement to deliver a proposal by 

the applicable deadline. If a proponent is submitting a proposal “for the company’s annual meeting, [the 

proponent] can, in most cases, find the deadline in [the prior] year’s proxy statement.” See Rule 14a-

8(e)(1). Under Rule 14a-8(e)(2): 

The deadline is calculated in the following manner if the proposal is submitted for a regularly 

scheduled annual meeting. The proposal must be received at the company’s principal executive 

offices not less than 120 calendar days before the date of the company’s proxy statement 

released to shareholders in connection with the previous year’s annual meeting. 

Consistent with Rule 14a-8(e)(2), the Company calculated the deadline for receiving stockholder 

proposals submitted for its 2024 Annual Meeting of Stockholders by (i) starting with the release date of 

the 2023 Proxy Statement (i.e., April 28, 2023), (ii) counting back 120 calendar days (i.e., December 29, 

2022) and (iii) increasing the year by one (i.e., December 29, 2023), which includes an extra day this year 

because 2024 is a leap year. Because the Staff’s guidance in Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14 (July 13, 2001) 

(“SLB 14”), Section C.3.b, guides companies to “[i] start with the release date disclosed in the previous 

year’s proxy statement; [ii] increase the year by one; and [iii] count back 120 calendar days,” the 

methodology described in SLB 14 would have resulted in a calculated deadline of December 30, 2023. 

However, the Company believes its calculation methodology is consistent with Rule 14a-8(e)(2) and that 

December 29, 2023 was properly determined as the deadline for purposes of Rule 14a-8(e)(2), for the 

reasons discussed below. The Company did not receive the Proposal by either the December 29, 2023 
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deadline disclosed in the 2023 Proxy Statement or December 30, 2023.  As disclosed above, because of 

the purported delivery method selected by the Proponent, the Proposal was not received by the 

Corporate Secretary until January 4, 2024 and in either case, the Company was under no obligation to 

inform the Proponent within one or two calendar days of the deficiency, even if such stockholder proposal 

had been properly received.   

The Staff strictly construes the deadline for Rule 14a-8 stockholder proposals and permits companies to 

exclude from proxy materials those proposals received at their principal executive offices after the 

deadline. See, e.g., Walgreen Boots Alliance, Inc. (Oct. 12, 2021) (concurring with the exclusion of a 

proposal that was received two days after the submission deadline); Hewlett Packard Enterprise Co. (Jan. 

15, 2021) (same); General Dynamics Corp. (Jan. 8, 2021, recon. denied Mar. 17, 2021) (concurring with 

the exclusion of a proposal that was received four days after the submission deadline); DTE Energy Co. 

(Moore) (Dec. 18, 2018) (concurring with the exclusion of a proposal that was received two days after the 

submission deadline); Verizon Communications, Inc. (Jan. 4, 2018) (concurring with the exclusion of a 

proposal that was received one day after the submission deadline); Dean Foods Co. (Jan. 27, 2014) 

(concurring with the exclusion of a proposal that was received three days after the submission deadline); 

PepsiCo, Inc. (Jan. 3, 2014) (same); Tootsie Roll Industries, Inc. (Jan. 14, 2008) (concurring with the 

exclusion of a proposal that was received two days after company’s deadline, even when deadline fell on 

a Saturday). 

Additionally, In The Kroger Co. (Apr. 25, 2023), the Staff concurred with the exclusion of a proposal 

where the company did not receive a proposal submitted by email from the proponent where the email 

was blocked by the email security vendor as a potentially malicious email. See also Charles River 

Laboratories International Inc. (Mar. 17, 2021) (same). Further, the Staff has concurred in other instances 

where the submission of a stockholder proposal by email was not properly received. See, e.g., Alcoa, Inc.

(Jan. 12, 2009) (concurring with the exclusion of a proposal in which the proponent submitted a proposal 

by email to the company’s investor relations department and by facsimile to a number that was not in the 

company’s principal executive offices); Discover Financial Services (Mar. 20, 2020) (concurring with the 

exclusion of a proposal in which the proponent submitted the proposal via email to two company 

employees who no longer worked for the company and to an email address that did not belong to the 

company); Sprint Corp. (Aug. 1, 2018) (concurring with the exclusion of a proposal in which the proponent 

submitted the proposal via email to a company employee who no longer worked for the company and to 

an employee who was not an attorney); Teladoc Health, Inc. (Mar. 20, 2020) (concurring with the 

exclusion of a proposal in which the proponents faxed an incomplete letter to the company indicating that 

they intended to submit the proposal to three company employees, including one who no longer worked 

for the company, but the two current employees never received this email from the proponents).  

C. The Proposal was not received by the Company before the properly determined deadline 

and may therefore be excluded under Rule 14a-8(e)(2). 

Despite the clear instructions in the 2023 Proxy Statement to send any proposal by “registered, certified 

or express mail” and the reminder that “no facsimile submissions [would] be accepted,” the Proponent 
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failed to mail the Proposal to the Company, and to date the Company has no record of having received a 

mailing containing the Proposal. In addition to failing to follow the clear procedures outlined in the 2023 

Proxy Statement, the Proponent also failed to ensure the Initial Emails were delivered to proper recipients 

within the Company.  

Rule 14a-8(e)(1) provides that in order to avoid controversy, stockholders should submit their proposals 

by means, including electronic means, that permit them to prove the date of delivery. As the Staff noted in 

Section F.1 of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14L (Nov. 3, 2021) (“SLB 14L”), “where a dispute arises regarding 

a proposal’s timely delivery, shareholder proponents risk exclusion of their proposals if they do not 

receive a confirmation of receipt from the company in order to prove timely delivery with email 

submissions.” For this reason, in cases where (as here) a company has not disclosed in its proxy 

statement an email address for submitting proposals, the Staff “encourage[s] shareholder proponents to 

contact the company to obtain the correct email address for submitting proposals before doing so.” Id. As 

the Staff has acknowledged by encouraging proponents to obtain the “correct” email address for 

submission of stockholder proposals, a proponent cannot satisfy Rule 14a-8(e) delivery requirements by 

emailing a stockholder proposal to an incorrect email address. To require otherwise would mean that 

every Company employee with an “@ebay.com” email address would be obligated to monitor incoming 

emails for potential Rule 14a-8 stockholder proposals—an untenable and impracticable result. In fact, one 

of the recipients is a member of the Company’s Mergers and Acquisitions team, a role that is unrelated to 

stockholder proposals or the content of this particular stockholder proposal and one which should not be 

assumed to have procedural oversight for stockholder proposals. 

Yet the position promoted by the Proponent would permit the Proponent to send a stockholder proposal 

to any Company email address. The Proponent did not contact the Company to obtain a proper email 

address for submitting the Proposal prior to sending the Initial Emails, instead including in the Initial 

Emails a belated request to “confirm that this is the correct address for rule 14a-8 proposals.” Further, in a 

January 9, 2024 email to the eBay employee who sent the Deficiency Notice on the Company’s behalf, 

the Proponent claimed that timely delivery of the Proposal “has clearly occurred,” suggesting that the very 

fact that his scattershot email had elicited a response was itself proof of proper delivery. To the contrary, 

by emailing a seemingly random collection of current and former Company employees on the eve of the 

submission deadline and neglecting to determine in advance whether the recipients of the Initial Emails 

were actually proper recipients for the Proposal, the Proponent failed to ensure that the Proposal was 

received at the Company’s principal executive offices by the submission deadline. In fact, as noted 

above, none of the recipients of the Initial Emails were proper recipients for the Proposal, and 

consequently the Proposal was not received at the Company’s principal executive offices by the 

Company’s properly determined deadline. Such purported delivery method is not a reliable method of 

submitting shareholder proposals and the fact that the proposal was eventually routed to the proper 

channels is, in part, a matter of luck and happenstance, but should not be considered a reliable 

methodology that companies should be required to accommodate.    

Because the Proponent neglected to follow the procedures prescribed in the 2023 Proxy Statement for 

submission of stockholder proposals and failed to deliver the Proposal via email to a correct Company 
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email address within the time required under Rule 14a-8(e)(2), the Proposal may properly be omitted from 

the 2024 Proxy Materials. 

II. The Proposal may be omitted under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) because implementation of the Proposal 

would cause the Company to violate Delaware law. 

A. Rule 14a-8(i)(2) permits exclusion of a stockholder proposal if implementation of that 

proposal would cause a company to violate a state law to which it is subject. 

Under Rule 14a-8(i)(2), a company may exclude a stockholder proposal if implementation of such 

proposal would “cause the company to violate any state, federal or foreign law to which it is subject.” See

The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. (Feb. 1, 2016); Bank of America Corp. (Feb. 11, 2009); Kimberly-Clark 

Corp. (Dec. 18, 2009). The Company is incorporated under the laws of the State of Delaware. As 

discussed below, and for the reasons set forth in the legal opinion provided by Morris, Nichols, Arsht & 

Tunnell LLP, the Company’s Delaware counsel, attached hereto as Exhibit D (the “Delaware Law 

Opinion”), the Proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) because implementation of the Proposal 

would cause the Company to violate Delaware law. 

On numerous prior occasions, the Staff has concurred with the exclusion of stockholder proposals 

pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(2) where the proposal, if implemented, would cause a company to violate state 

law according to a legal opinion issued by counsel in the jurisdiction of incorporation. In MeadWestvaco 

Corp. (Feb. 27, 2005), the Staff concurred with the exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) of a proposal that 

recommended that the company amend its bylaws so that no officer shall receive annual compensation in 

excess of the limits established by the U.S. Internal Revenue Code for deductibility of employee 

remuneration without approval by a vote of the majority of the stockholders within one year preceding the 

payment of such compensation (emphasis added). Accordingly, the proposal expressly required approval 

by a percentage of stockholders, i.e., per capita voting, rather than approval by a percentage of shares of 

stock. Section 212(a) (“Section 212(a)”) of the Delaware General Corporation Law (the “DGCL”) sets 

forth a “one vote for each share” standard and alteration of such standard is valid and enforceable only if 

it is stated in the company’s certificate of incorporation. MeadWestvaco Corp.’s certificate of incorporation 

did not authorize per capita voting. As a result, the Staff concurred with excluding the proposal under 

Rule 14a-8(i)(2) as the implementation of the proposal would violate Delaware law. See also Hewlett-

Packard Co. (Jan. 6, 2005) (same). See also, e.g., Bank of America (Feb. 11, 2009) (concurring with the 

exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) of a proposal that, if implemented, would result in providing stockholders 

a right to specify the appointment of committee members, in violation of Delaware law); The Goldman 

Sachs Group, Inc. (concurring with the exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) of a proposal that, if 

implemented, would cause the company to violate Delaware law relating to the appointment of non-

directors on board committees); Dominion Resources, Inc. (Jan. 14, 2015) (concurring with the exclusion 

under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) of a proposal that, if implemented, would result in a director being appointed by the 

board without a stockholder vote, in violation of Virginia law); AT&T Inc. (Feb. 12, 2010) (concurring with 

the exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) of a proposal that, if implemented, would cause the company to 

violate Delaware law relating to stockholders’ ability to act by written consent); Marathon Oil Corp. (Feb. 
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6, 2009) (concurring with the exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) of a proposal that, if implemented, would 

cause the company to violate a fundamental rule of Delaware law relating to discrimination among 

holders of the same class of stock); Northrop Corp. (Mar. 8, 1991) (concurring with the exclusion under 

the predecessor rule to Rule 14a-8(i)(2) of a proposal requesting the establishment of a position on the 

company’s board of directors to represent the interests of the company’s employees and retirees because 

the proposal would require the new director to act in a manner inconsistent with the fiduciary duty to act in 

the interest of the company and its stockholders as a whole under Delaware law). 

Here, implementation of the Proposal would cause the Company to violate Delaware law because the 

Proposal would require the Company to impermissibly divest certain stockholders of their voting rights on 

certain matters submitted for stockholder approval. Therefore, the Company believes that the Proposal is 

excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(2). 

B. Implementation of the Proposal would cause the Company to violate Delaware law 

because it would require the Company to divest certain stockholders of their voting rights. 

The Proposal includes a resolution to amend the Company’s Amended and Restated Bylaws (the 

“Bylaws”) that would result in an automatic amendment of the Bylaws. The Bylaw amendment would, 

among other things, prohibit the Company’s Board of Directors (the “Board”) from awarding annual 

compensation to the Company’s directors over $1. The only manner to provide greater compensation 

would be, among other procedural requirements, stockholder approval by a “majority of stockholder votes 

present in person or represented by proxies.” However, the Proposal specifies that such stockholder vote 

must “include only stockholder votes of stockholders that are not directors of the Corporation” (emphasis 

added). 

As explained in the Delaware Law Opinion, implementation of the Proposal would cause the Company to 

violate Delaware law. Delaware law protects stockholders’ right to “one vote for each share” under 

Section 212(a) of the DGCL. The DGCL prevents a company from taking action to disenfranchise 

stockholders, except through amendment to the company’s certificate of incorporation. 

Section 212(a) expressly grants each stockholder of a Delaware corporation a right to cast one vote per 

each share of stock owned on all matters submitted to stockholder action. Section 212(a) states: 

Unless otherwise provided in the certificate of incorporation and subject to § 213 of this 

title,1 each stockholder shall be entitled to 1 vote for each share of capital stock held by 

such stockholder (emphasis added). 

1  As explained in the Delaware Law Opinion, “Section 213 allows a corporation’s board of directors to fix a record 

date in advance of a stockholder meeting, to determine which stockholders are entitled to vote at an upcoming 

meeting.  Section 213 means only that a director must hold stock as of the record date for a meeting in order to 
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The Proposal, which requires that “majority [approval] shall include only stockholder votes of stockholders 

that are not directors of the Company” (emphasis added), would result in the disenfranchisement of 

stockholders who also serve as directors in a departure from and non-compliance with Section 212(a). As 

explained in the Delaware Law Opinion: 

The reference to “each stockholder” in Section 212(a) includes each director who holds 

common stock.  Each director of the Company is therefore entitled to one vote for each 

share he or she holds if the Bylaws were amended to require a stockholder vote to 

authorize director compensation.  The Proposal would violate the DGCL because it would 

divest certain stockholders (that is, stockholders who are directors) of their voting rights 

by Bylaw amendment. 

Moreover, under Delaware law, the stockholder right to “one vote for each share” may not be modified by 

approval of the Proposal’s Bylaw amendment. Section 212(a) provides that “[u]nless otherwise provided 

in the certificate of incorporation,” companies may not deviate from the “one vote for each share” right. 

The Delaware Law Opinion explains: 

The “one vote for each share” voting right does not apply if contrary provisions are made 

“in the certificate of incorporation.” We have reviewed the Amended and Restated 

Certificate of Incorporation, as amended, of the Company, and it contains no provision 

opting out of the “one vote for each share” right. The Proponent asks the stockholders of 

the Company to violate Section 212(a) of the DGCL by adopting a bylaw that opts out of 

the “one vote for each share” rule. But Section 212(a) is clear: any opt out must be 

included solely in the certificate of incorporation, not in a bylaw. 

As discussed further in the Delaware Law Opinion, and in keeping with the express provisions of Section 

212(a), “[i]n each case where the Delaware courts have upheld a corporation’s deviation from the ‘one 

vote for each share’ rule, that deviation was implemented through a provision in the corporation’s 

certificate of incorporation, not the bylaws.” As noted in the Delaware Law Opinion, the Proposal “does 

not contemplate any such amendment of the Company’s Amended and Restated Certificate of 

Incorporation” but “instead seeks the unilateral amendment of the Bylaws by the stockholders to 

disqualify certain shares that would be entitled to vote in connection with a stockholder vote to authorize 

director compensation.” 

The Staff has previously concurred with the exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) of a proposal that similarly, if 

implemented, would require a Delaware corporation to divest a subset of stockholders of their voting 

rights on a certain type of matter and therefore would violate Delaware law. In Quotient Technology Inc.

(May 6, 2022), the proposal requested the company’s board of directors “disqualify all shares owned 

and/or controlled by both current and former [n]amed [e]xecutive [o]fficers” from voting on a proposal to 

vote at the meeting.  The Proposal would disenfranchise directors even if they hold stock as of the record date 

for a meeting, so the reference to Section 213 in Section 212(a) does not apply to the Proposal.” 
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approve the company’s tax benefits preservation plan proposal. Quotient Technology provided a legal 

opinion issued by its Delaware counsel, Morris, Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell LLP, to support its argument that 

the proposal would cause the company to violate Delaware law. In its opinion, Quotient Technology’s 

Delaware counsel stated that the DGCL “grants each stockholder of a Delaware corporation a 

fundamental franchise right to cast one vote per share of stock on all matters submitted for stockholder 

action” and that any departure from the “one share, one vote rule . . . can only be done by undertaking the 

drastic step of amending its certificate of incorporation, with a resolution setting forth an amendment that 

is adopted and approved by the board and the stockholders.” However, Quotient Technology’s certificate 

of incorporation did not contain a provision opting out of the “one vote for each share” right. Therefore, 

because the proposal in Quotient Technology sought to disqualify certain stockholders without having 

both the board and the stockholders approve appropriate amendments to the company’s certificate of 

incorporation, Quotient Technology argued that the proposal, if adopted and acted upon, would cause the 

company to violate Delaware law, as supported by the opinion of its Delaware counsel. The Staff 

concurred with exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(2) “not[ing] that in the opinion of Delaware counsel, 

implementation of the [proposal] would cause the [c]ompany to violate state law.” See also Marathon Oil 

Corp. (Feb. 6, 2009).  

Here, the Proposal would result in a Bylaw amendment that would similarly disqualify a subset of 

stockholders from voting on a specific matter, by divesting the stockholders who are also the Company’s 

directors of their voting rights on director compensation matters. As in Quotient Technology, the 

Company’s Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation, as amended (the “Certificate”) does not 

contain a provision opting out of the “one vote for each share” right and the Proposal does not seek an 

appropriate amendment to the Certificate to opt out of such right. Accordingly, implementation of the 

Proposal’s Bylaw amendment is impermissible because, as explained in the Delaware Law Opinion, 

“Section 212(a) neither contemplates nor permits amending bylaws to disenfranchise a sub-group of 

stockholders.” Therefore, as in Quotient Technology, the Proposal is excludable pursuant to Rule 14a-

8(i)(2) because implementation of the Proposal would cause the Company to violate Delaware law, as 

supported by the Delaware Law Opinion. 

III. The Proposal may be omitted under Rule 14a-8(i)(6) because the Company lacks the power 

and authority to implement the Proposal. 

Under Rule 14a-8(i)(6), a company may exclude a stockholder proposal “[i]f the company would lack the 

power or authority to implement the proposal.” As discussed above, the implementation of the Proposal 

would cause the Company to violate Delaware law and the Company lacks the power and authority to 

implement any proposal that would violate Delaware law. Therefore, the Proposal is excludable under 

14a-8(i)(6). The Staff has concurred on numerous occasions that a company may exclude a proposal 

under both Rule 14a-8(i)(2) and Rule 14a-8(i)(6) if the implementation of the proposal would cause the 

company to violate applicable state law and accordingly, the company lacks the authority to implement 

such proposal. See, e.g., eBay Inc. (Apr. 1, 2020); Trans World Entertainment Corp. (Robert J. Higgins 

TWMC Trust) (May 2, 2019); PayPal Holdings, Inc. (Mar. 9, 2018); IDACORP, Inc. (Mar. 13, 2012); RTI 

Biologics, Inc. (Feb. 6, 2012); NiSource Inc. (Mar. 22, 2010). 
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As discussed above and more broadly in the Delaware Law Opinion, implementing the Proposal’s Bylaw 

amendment to divest certain stockholders of their voting rights would cause the Company to violate 

Section 212(a) because the Certificate does not contain any provision opting out of the “one vote for each 

share” right. As explained in the Delaware Law Opinion, “Section 212(a) neither contemplates nor permits 

amending bylaws to disenfranchise a sub-group of stockholders,” and, therefore, implementation of the 

Proposal would cause the Company to violate Delaware law. Therefore, notwithstanding that the Bylaws 

can unilaterally be amended through a stockholder vote, the Proposal is excludable under both Rule 14a-

8(i)(2) and Rule 14a-8(i)(6) because the implementation of the Proposal would cause the Company to 

violate Delaware law, and because the Company lacks the power or authority under Delaware law to 

implement the Proposal. 

IV. The Proposal may be omitted under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) because it deals with a matter relating to 

the Company’s ordinary business operations. 

A. A proposal may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) if it addresses a company’s ordinary 

business operations and does not raise a significant issue that transcends ordinary 

business operations. 

The Proposal relates to the Company’s ordinary business operations and seeks to micromanage the 

Company. Under Rule 14a-8(i)(7), a registrant may omit from its proxy materials a stockholder proposal 

that relates to the registrant’s “ordinary business” operations. In SEC Release No. 34-40018 (May 21, 

1998) (the “1998 Release”), the Commission noted that the principal policy for this exclusion is “to confine 

the resolution of ordinary business problems to management and the board of directors, since it is 

impracticable for shareholders to decide how to solve such problems at an annual shareholders meeting,” 

and identified two central considerations that underlie this policy. The first was that “[c]ertain tasks are so 

fundamental to the management’s ability to run a company on a day-to-day basis that they could not, as a 

practical matter, be subject to direct shareholder oversight,” and the second “relates to the degree to 

which the proposal seeks to ‘micro-manage’ the company by probing too deeply into matters of a complex 

nature upon which shareholders, as a group, would not be in a position to make an informed judgment.” 

Id.

In evaluating whether a proposal seeks to micromanage a company, the Staff focuses on “the level of 

granularity sought in the proposal and whether and to what extent it inappropriately limits discretion of the 

board or management.” Section B, SLB 14L. The Staff may also consider “the sophistication of investors 

generally on the matter, the availability of data, and the robustness of public discussion and analysis on 

the topic.” Id. Underlying this inquiry is the view that the ordinary business operations exclusion is 

“designed to preserve management’s discretion on ordinary business matters but not prevent 

shareholders from providing high-level direction on large strategic corporate matters.” Id.

As the Commission noted in the 1998 Release, proposals focusing on “sufficiently significant social policy 

issues” are generally not excludable because they would “transcend the day-to-day business matters and 

raise policy issues so significant that it would be appropriate for shareholder vote.” Id. In evaluating 
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whether a proposal raises a social policy issue that transcends the ordinary business of a company, the 

Staff focuses on the social policy significance of the issue that is the subject of the shareholder proposal 

and whether the proposal raises issues with a broad societal impact. See SLB 14L. 

B. The Proposal is overly granular and prescriptive and seeks to micromanage the Company. 

By restricting the Board from fixing any director compensation above $1 in any fiscal year without 

advance stockholder approval, the Proposal seeks to micromanage the Company to a level of granularity 

that “inappropriately limits discretion of the board.” SLB 14L. Setting director compensation is a 

fundamental task of the Board and is enormously consequential for the Company’s ability to attract 

qualified directors. The Proposal, if approved, would cripple the Company’s ability to recruit and retain a 

qualified and stable Board: with a Bylaws provision that would leave directors and director candidates 

perpetually uncertain about whether they would be compensated for their service, coupled with 

competitors to the Company that do not have such burdensome requirements, the Company’s ability to 

compete for qualified directors would be severely handicapped, which would have profound 

consequences for the Company’s ability to promote stewardship of the Company’s business and promote 

the long-term interests of stockholders. As these consequences demonstrate, director compensation 

decisions of the type contemplated by the Proposal are fundamental to “[the] ability to run a company on 

a day-to-day basis that they could not, as a practical matter, be subject to direct shareholder oversight.” 

See 1998 Release. 

The disastrous knock-on effects that the Proposal would impose reflect the pivotal role of compensation 

decisions and discretion in the Board’s ability to manage the Company. The Board, together with the 

Compensation and Human Capital Committee of the Board (the “CHC Committee”), exercises significant 

business judgment and discretion to design a director compensation program that is able to attract, 

reward and retain qualified directors and motivate the Company’s directors to promote long-term 

stockholder value. As disclosed in the 2023 Proxy Statement, the CHC Committee also reviews and 

assesses the Company’s director compensation program, including by consulting with the Company’s 

independent compensation consultant and benchmarking the Company’s director compensation practices 

against the compensation practices of its peers, to ensure the program is competitive and in line with 

market practice.   

Furthermore, by seeking to remove a fundamental tool of the Board’s discretion—the ability to determine 

the compensation of directors, and consequently to attract, retain and motivate a qualified and stable 

Board—the Proposal goes well beyond “seeking detail or seeking to promote timeframes or methods” for 

the Company’s director compensation or “providing high-level direction” to the Board. The Proposal seeks 

not just to limit the Board’s discretion over these matters, but rather to remove such discretion entirely, 

substituting stockholders’ judgment for the Company’s in a way that would be destined to cripple the 

Company’s ability to attract, retain and motivate a qualified and stable Board. As described above, the 

setting of director compensation requires the Board to balance complex and dynamic considerations, 

including market conditions, director incentives and motivation, and recruitment and retention of talented 

directors.  In addition, the processes described above with respect to the significant amount of effort, 
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work, time and complexity would be best served by the entity that undertakes the multi-month 

workstream.  Substituting the judgment of stockholders for this nuanced determination would amount to 

overwhelming micromanagement of, and interference with, the Company’s ordinary business operations. 

Diversified stockholders, who lack the extensive Company- and market-specific knowledge necessary to 

make informed and carefully considered decisions, are not well positioned to substitute their judgment for 

the Board’s judgment on these matters. Each of the factors noted by the Staff in SLB 14L—the 

“sophistication of investors generally on the matter, the availability of data, and the robustness of public 

discussion and analysis on the topic”—underscores the Proposal’s inappropriate attempt to micromanage 

the Board’s execution of this fundamental oversight task.  

The Staff has recently concurred with the exclusion of similar stockholder proposals that sought to 

micromanage fundamental board-level decisions. For example, in AT&T Inc. (Jan. 3, 2023), the Staff 

concurred with the exclusion of a proposal that requested the board to adopt a policy obtaining 

shareholder approval for any future agreements and corporate policies that could oblige the company to 

make payments or awards following the death of a senior executive in certain form. There, the company 

argued that the proposal ran afoul of the kind of management-level discretion the Commission sought to 

preserve with the ordinary business exclusion. By seeking shareholder approval of “any future 

agreements and corporate policies” (emphasis added), the proposal inappropriately limited the discretion 

of the company’s board. See also Rite Aid Corp. (Feb. 12, 2021) (concurring with the exclusion of a 

proposal that requested the board adopt a policy that would prohibit equity compensation grants to senior 

executives when the company’s common stock had a market price lower than the grant date market 

price, wherein the issuer noted that the proposal prescribed specific limitations on the ability of its 

compensation committee “to make business judgments, without any flexibility or discretion,” and restricted 

the compensation committee from making grants without regard to circumstances and the committee’s 

business judgment.) 

Furthermore, good governance practices suggest that directors and executive officers align themselves 

with stockholders through their equity ownership of a company’s securities.  Many companies have stock 

ownership guidelines to promote this alignment, including eBay.  In the 2023 Proxy Statement, eBay 

notes that its Board has “adopted stock ownership guidelines to better align the interests of [its] directors 

and executive officers with the interests of [its] stockholders and further promote [its] commitment to 

sound corporate governance.”  eBay directors are required to achieve ownership of eBay common stock 

valued at five times the amount of annual retainer payments to directors.  Not permitting voting of their 

securities undermines their alignment. Furthermore, uncertainty regarding the amount of the annual 

retainer payable to directors, or the assumption that such amount may be $1 would render the policy and 

its underlying principles moot.  Creating such misalignment and uncertainty underscores the granular and 

prescriptive nature of the Proposal that would, if implemented, frustrate and mismanage a fundamental 

tool to align shareholder and director interests. 
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C. The Proposal does not raise significant social policy issues that transcend the Company’s 

ordinary business. 

The Proposal focuses on the ordinary business matter of the Company’s director compensation 

determinations and does not “transcend the day-to-day business matters and raise policy issues so 

significant that it would be appropriate for a shareholder vote.” See 1998 Release. The supporting 

statement accompanying the Proposal suggests that the Proposal would promote an “independent Board, 

one that has as its sole objective representing stockholders without conflict of interest,” and does not 

address any issues of broad social concern or suggest that the subject matter of the Proposal raises any 

significant social policy issues. Consequently, the Proposal does not transcend the ordinary business of 

the Company and may be properly omitted in reliance on Rule 14a-8(i)(7). See SLB 14L. 

V. The Proposal may be excluded pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(3) because it is so vague and 

indefinite as to be inherently misleading. 

A. A proposal may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(3) if it is so vague and indefinite that 

neither stockholders nor the company is able to determine with any reasonable certainty 

exactly what actions or measures the proposal requires. 

A stockholder proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(3) if the proposal is “so vague and indefinite that 

neither the stockholders voting on the proposal, nor the company in implementing the proposal (if 

adopted), would be able to determine with any reasonable certainty exactly what actions or measures the 

proposal requires.” See Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14B (Sep. 15, 2004) (“SLB 14B”). A proposal may be so 

vague and indefinite as to be materially misleading when the “meaning and application of terms and 

conditions . . . in the proposal would have to be made without guidance from the proposal and would be 

subject to differing interpretations” such that “any action ultimately taken by the [c]ompany upon 

implementation [of the proposal] could be significantly different from the actions envisioned by 

shareholders voting on the proposal.” See Fuqua Industries, Inc. (Mar. 12, 1991). The courts have also 

ruled on cases involving similar proposals, finding that “shareholders are entitled to know precisely the 

breadth of the proposal on which they are asked to vote” and that a proposal should be excluded when “it 

[would be] impossible for either the board of directors or the stockholders at large to comprehend 

precisely what the proposal would entail.” New York City Employees’ Retirement System v. Brunswick 

Corp., 789 F. Supp. 144, 146 (S.D.N.Y. 1992); Dyer v. Securities and Exchange Comm’n, 287 F.2d 773, 

781 (8th Cir. 1961). 

B. The Proposal is so vague and indefinite that it would be impossible for the Company’s 

stockholders to know what they are voting on. 

As drafted, the Bylaw amendment promoted by the Proposal creates significant uncertainty about 

whether or how it would apply to the compensation of directors who are also executive officers of the 

Company. This uncertainty would preclude the Company’s stockholders from understanding the Proposal 

and, if the Proposal is approved, would preclude the Company from knowing how to implement it, 

rendering the Proposal impermissibly vague and indefinite. 
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In the supporting statement accompanying the Proposal, the Proponent states that the Company’s 

stockholders “seek an independent Board” and that the stockholders “seek the authority to approve 

compensation that directors receive” from the Company. In the Proposal and the accompanying 

supporting statement, the Proponent ignores the fact that boards of directors, including the Company’s, 

include both non-employee directors and employee directors. In the case of the Company, the 

Company’s President and Chief Executive Officer is both an officer and a director of the Company. 

Although the supporting statement accompanying the Proposal touches only on “an independent Board” 

and does not mention any issues relating to executive compensation, as drafted, the Proposal is not 

limited to the compensation of non-employee directors of the Company. In contrast to the Bylaws 

currently in effect, which provide that “[d]irectors, as such, may receive…fees and other compensation for 

their services as directors,” the Proposal would enact a blanket prohibition on the Board’s ability to pay 

directors for their services in any capacity: “The Board shall not have any authority to fix the 

compensation of directors” (emphasis added). As drafted, this stark prohibition could preclude the Board 

from fixing the compensation of any employee director, including compensation for services as a 

Company employee, by virtue of that employee’s status as a director, and creates significant uncertainty 

as to how (and whether) the Board would be permitted to determine the compensation of its President 

and Chief Executive Officer or any other employee directors.  

This ambiguity is highly material: executive compensation decisions are the subject of extensive 

stockholder and media scrutiny and are themselves subject to an advisory vote of stockholders. The 

supporting statement accompanying the Proposal does nothing to acknowledge or address this profound 

ambiguity, rendering the Proposal vague and misleading and making it all but certain that the Company’s 

actions in implementing the Bylaw amendment the Proposal would require would be “significantly different 

from the actions envisioned by shareholders voting on the proposal.” Fuqua Industries, Inc.

As a result of the significant and unresolved ambiguities created by the Proposal’s awkward drafting and 

misleading disclosure, stockholders asked to vote on the Proposal would be unable to determine with any 

reasonable certainty the scope and impact of the Proposal on the Company’s ability to compensate its 

employee directors, and the Company would be unable to determine how to implement the Proposal to 

the satisfaction of stockholders if the Proposal were approved. Because neither the Company nor its 

stockholders would be able to determine with any reasonable certainty exactly what actions or measures 

the Proposal requires, the Proposal is so vague and indefinite as to be inherently misleading. The 

Proposal may therefore be properly omitted from the 2024 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(3). 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, the Company respectfully requests the Staff’s concurrence that the 

Proposal may be properly excluded from the 2024 Proxy Materials and further requests confirmation that 

the Staff will not recommend any enforcement action if the Company so excludes the Proposal.  

We would be happy to provide you with any additional information and answer any questions that you 

may have regarding this subject. Should you disagree with the conclusions set forth herein, we 
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respectfully request the opportunity to confer with you prior to the determination of the Staff’s final 

position. Please do not hesitate to call Sarah K. Solum at (650) 618-9243 or Elizabeth K. Bieber at (212) 

508-8884. 

Very truly yours,

Sarah K. Solum  Elizabeth K. Bieber 

cc: Marie Oh Huber, eBay Inc. 

Molly Finn, eBay Inc. 

Oliver Cohen, eBay Inc. 

John Chevedden 
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From: John Chevedden

To: Tara McMillan; Westerman, Josh; Andrews, Scott; Lorenz, Diana; Cohen, Oliver

Subject: Rule 14a-8 Proposal (EBAY)

Date: Thursday, December 28, 2023 10:34:29 PM

Attachments: Scan2023-12-28_192303.pdf

External Email

Rule 14a-8 Proposal (EBAY)          

Dear Ms. McMillan, 

Please see the attached rule 14a-8 proposal.

Please confirm that this is the correct email address for rule

14a-8 proposals.

Per SEC SLB 14L, Section F, the Securities and Exchange

Commission Staff "encourages both companies and

shareholder proponents to acknowledge receipt of emails when

requested." 

I so request. 

Hard copies of any request related to this proposal are not

needed as long as you request that I confirm receipt in the

email cover message.

The proponent is available for a telephone meeting on the first

Monday and Tuesday after 10-days of the proposal submittal

date at noon PT.

Please arrange in advance in a separate email message

regarding a meeting if needed. 

John Chevedden









From: John Chevedden

To: Tara McMillan; Westerman, Josh; Andrews, Scott; Lorenz, Diana; Cohen, Oliver

Subject: Rule 14a-8 Proposal (EBAY)

Date: Friday, December 29, 2023 11:29:08 AM

Attachments: Scan2023-12-28_192303.pdf

External Email

Rule 14a-8 Proposal (EBAY)          

Dear Mr. Kirt, 

Please see the attached rule 14a-8 proposal.

Please confirm that this is the correct email address for rule

14a-8 proposals.

Per SEC SLB 14L, Section F, the Securities and Exchange

Commission Staff "encourages both companies and

shareholder proponents to acknowledge receipt of emails when

requested." 

I so request. 

Hard copies of any request related to this proposal are not

needed as long as you request that I confirm receipt in the

email cover message.

The proponent is available for a telephone meeting on the first

Monday and Tuesday after 10-days of the proposal submittal

date at noon PT.

Please arrange in advance in a separate email message

regarding a meeting if needed. 

John Chevedden









From: Cohen, Oliver

To: John Chevedden

Cc: Finn, Molly; Dunlap, Kristin

Subject: RE: Rule 14a-8 Proposal (EBAY)

Attachments: eBay - Deficiency Notice (Chevedden) (January 2024).pdf

Dear Mr. Chevedden,

This confirms receipt of your December 28 email purporting to submit a stockholder proposal for

inclusion in eBay’s proxy materials for its 2024 Annual Meeting of Stockholders.  We are reviewing and

evaluating your email, including its attachment, and this email is not intended to serve as confirmation

regarding any eligibility or procedural requirements of Rule 14a-8 under the Securities Exchange Act of

1934, as amended.

Thank you for providing your availability to meet.  We will reach out if it is helpful to have a discussion.

Best,

Oliver

From: John Chevedden < > 

Sent: Thursday, December 28, 2023 7:32 PM

To: Tara McMillan < >; Westerman, Josh >; Andrews,

Scott < >; Lorenz, Diana < >; Cohen, Oliver

< >

Subject: Rule 14a-8 Proposal (EBAY)

External Email

Rule 14a-8 Proposal (EBAY)          

Dear Ms. McMillan, 

Please see the attached rule 14a-8 proposal.

Please confirm that this is the correct email address for rule 14a-

8 proposals.

Per SEC SLB 14L, Section F, the Securities and Exchange

Commission Staff "encourages both companies and shareholder

proponents to acknowledge receipt of emails when requested." 

I so request. 

Hard copies of any request related to this proposal are not needed

as long as you request that I confirm receipt in the email cover

message.



The proponent is available for a telephone meeting on the first

Monday and Tuesday after 10-days of the proposal submittal

date at noon PT.

Please arrange in advance in a separate email message regarding

a meeting if needed. 

John Chevedden



JaJanuary 4, 2024 

VIA OVERNIGHT COURIER AND EMAIL

Mr. John Chevedden

Dear Mr. Chevedden: 

I am writing on behalf of eBay Inc. (the “Company”)”), certain of whose personnel received from you an email 
on December 28, 2023 (the “Proposal Email”) purporting to deliver a stockholder proposal entitled “Proposal 4 – 
Bylaw Amendment: Stockholder Approval of Director Compensation” (the “Proposal”) for inclusion in the proxy 
materials for the Company’s 2024 Annual Meeting of Stockholders (the “2024 Proxy Materials”)”). 

Rule 14a-8(e) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), provides in 
relevant part that the deadline for submitting a stockholder proposal may be found in last year’s proxy statement, and 
that a proposal submitted for a regularly scheduled annual meeting must be received at a company’s principal 
executive offices not less than 120 calendar days before the date of the company’s proxy statement released to 
shareholders in connection with the previous year’s annual meeting. For the Company, this deadline was December 
29, 2023 (the “Submission Deadline”)”). As disclosed in the proxy statement for the Company’s 2023 Annual Meeting 
of Stockholders (the “2023 Proxy Materials”)”), in order to be considered for inclusion in the 2024 Proxy Materials, a 
stockholder proposal must have been sent via registered, certified or express mail to the Company’s Corporate 
Secretary at its principal executive office at 2025 Hamilton Avenue, San Jose, California 95125, and received by the 
Corporate Secretary of the Company at its principal executive offices no later than the Submission Deadline. AsAs further 
disclosed in the 2023 Proxy Materials, no facsimile submissions are accepted.

The Company has no record of having received the Proposal via registered, certified or express mail at its 
principal executive offices by the Submission Deadline. In order to enable the Company to determine whether the 
Proposal was properly submitted in accordance with Rule 14a-8(e) under the Exchange Act, please provide proof of 
mailing and delivery of the Proposal at your earliest convenience.

In addition, please be advised that the Proposal, if properly submitted on or before the Submission Deadline, 
contains additional procedural deficiencies as described below, which the rules and regulations of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) require us to bring to your attention.

Rule 14a-8(b) under the Exchange Act provides that a stockholder proponent (“Proponent”) must submit 
sufficient proof of continuous ownership of (i) at least $2,000 in market value of the Company’s securities entitled to 
vote on the proposal for at least three years, (ii) at least $15,000 in market value of the Company’s securities entitled 

to vote on the proposal for at least two years or (iii) at least $25,000 in market value of the Company’s securities
entitled to vote on the proposal for at least one year as of the date the stockholder proposal was submitted. A 
Proponent’s holdings may not be aggregated with those of another stockholder or group of stockholders to meet the 
requisite amount of securities necessary to be eligible to submit a proposal. Although the Proposal Email indicated 
that the confirmation may be forthcoming, the Company’s stock records do not indicate that you are the record owner 
of sufficient shares to satisfy this requirement. To date, we have not received proof that you have satisfied the 
ownership requirements of Rule 14a-8-8(b) under the Exchange Act as of the date that the Proposal was submitted to 
the Company, if any. 



To remedy this defect, you must submit sufficient proof of your continuous ownership of the requisite number 
of shares of the Company for the requisite period preceding and including the date the Proposal was submitted to the 
Company, if any. As explained in Rule 14a-8(b) and in SEC staff guidance, sufficient proof must be in the form of: 

1. a written statement from the “record” holder of your shares (usually a broker or a bank) verifying that you
continuously held the requisite number of shares of the Company for the requisite period preceding and
including the date the Proposal was submitted, if any; or

2. if you have filed with the SEC a Schedule 13D, Schedule 13G, Form 3, Form 4 or Form 5, or amendments
to those documents or updated forms, reflecting your ownership of the requisite number of shares of the
Company as of or before the date on which the applicable eligibility period begins: (1) a copy of the schedule 
and/or form, and any subsequent amendments reporting a change in the ownership level and (2) a written
statement that you continuously held the requisite number of shares of the Company for the requisite period.

If you intend to demonstrate ownership by submitting a written statement from the “record” holder of your
shares as set forth in 1. above, please note that most large U.S. brokers and banks deposit their customers’ securities 
with, and hold those securities through, the Depository Trust Company (“DTC”), a registered clearing agency that acts 
as a securities depository. DTC is also known through the account name of Cede & Co. Under SEC Staff Legal Bulletin 
No. 14F (“SLB 14F”), only DTC participants are viewed as record holders of securities that are deposited at DTC. 
You can confirm whether your broker or bank is a DTC participant by asking your broker or bank or by checking 
DTC ’s participant list, which is available at http://www.dtcc.com/client-center/dtc-directories. 

In these situations, stockholders need to obtain proof of ownership from the DTC participant through which 
the securities are held, as follows: 

1. If your broker or bank is a DTC participant, then you need to submit a written statement from your broker or
bank verifying that you continuously held the requisite number of shares of the Company for the one-year
period preceding and including the date the Proposal was submitted, if any.

2. If your broker or bank is not a DTC participant, then you need to submit proof of ownership from the DTC
participant through which the shares are held verifying that you continuously held the requisite number of
shares of the Company for the one-year period preceding and including the date the Proposal was submitted,
if any.

You should be able to find out the identity of the DTC participant by asking your broker or bank. If your
broker is an introducing broker, you may also be able to learn the identity and telephone number of the DTC participant 
through your account statements, because the clearing broker identified on your account statements will generally be 
a DTC participant. If the DTC participant that holds your shares is not able to confirm your individual holdings but is 
able to confirm the holdings of your broker or bank, then you need to satisfy the proof of ownership requirements by 
obtaining and submitting two proof of ownership statements verifying that, for the requisite period preceding and 
including the date the Proposal was submitted, if any, the requisite number of shares of the Company were 
continuously held: (i) one from your broker or bank confirming your ownership, and (ii) the other from the DTC 
participant confirming the broker or bank's ownership. 

Rule 14a-8(f) under the Exchange Act requires that any response to this letter be postmarked or transmitted 
electronically no later than 14 calendar days from the date you receive this letter. Please address any response to the 
Corporate Secretary of the Company at the following address: 

eBay Inc. 
2025 Hamilton Avenue 
San Jose, California 95125 

Attention: Corporate Secretary 
Marie Oh Huber, Senior Vice President, Chief Legal Officer, General Counsel and 

Secretary 



Molly Finn, Vice President and Deputy General Counsel, Corporate and Assistant Secretary
Oliver Cohen, Senior Corporate Counsel, Securities and Governance

Alternatively, you may transmit any response by email to me, Oliver Cohen, at olcohen@ebay.com. 

Thank you for your interest in eBay. Copies of Rule 14a-8 under the Exchange Act and SLB 14F are enclosed 
for your reference.

Sincerely,

Oliver Cohen
Senior Corporate Counsel, Securities and 

Governance
eBay Inc.

CcCc: Marie Oh Huber, Senior Vice President, Chief Legal Officer, General Counsel and Secretary
Molly Finn, Vice President and Deputy General Counsel, Corporate and Assistant Secretary
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12 G_L_' *+* L^ LXPYOPO4 GPN_TZY +-)',L*+g1 LW^Z T^^`PO `YOP] *. I'G'8' 01L =H G=E#" [L]_TN`WL]Wd ^PN^' ,#L$#*+$% *. I'G'8'
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HST^ ^PN_TZY LOO]P^^P^ bSPY L NZX[LYd X`^_ TYNW`OP L ^SL]PSZWOP]"̂  []Z[Z^LW TY T_^ []Zcd ^_L_PXPY_ LYO TOPY_TQd

_SP []Z[Z^LW TY T_^ QZ]X ZQ []Zcd bSPY _SP NZX[LYd SZWO^ LY LYY`LW Z] ^[PNTLW XPP_TYR ZQ ^SL]PSZWOP]^' >Y

^`XXL]d% TY Z]OP] _Z SLaP dZ`] ^SL]PSZWOP] []Z[Z^LW TYNW`OPO ZY L NZX[LYd"̂  []Zcd NL]O% LYO TYNW`OPO LWZYR bT_S

LYd ^`[[Z]_TYR ^_L_PXPY_ TY T_^ []Zcd ^_L_PXPY_% dZ` X`^_ MP PWTRTMWP LYO QZWWZb NP]_LTY []ZNPO`]P^' IYOP] L QPb

^[PNTjN NT]N`X^_LYNP^% _SP NZX[LYd T^ [P]XT__PO _Z PcNW`OP dZ`] []Z[Z^LW% M`_ ZYWd LQ_P] ^`MXT__TYR T_^ ]PL^ZY^ _Z

_SP 8ZXXT^^TZY' JP ^_]`N_`]PO _ST^ ^PN_TZY TY L \`P^_TZY&LYO&LY^bP] QZ]XL_ ^Z _SL_ T_ T^ PL^TP] _Z `YOP]^_LYO' HSP

]PQP]PYNP^ _Z hdZ`i L]P _Z L ^SL]PSZWOP] ^PPVTYR _Z ^`MXT_ _SP []Z[Z^LW'

HST^ NZY_PY_ T^ Q]ZX _SP P8;F LYO T^ L`_SZ]T_L_TaP M`_ `YZlNTLW'

#L$ 5J=HIAED %. JSL_ T^ L []Z[Z^LW5 6 ^SL]PSZWOP] []Z[Z^LW T^ dZ`] ]PNZXXPYOL_TZY Z] ]P\`T]PXPY_ _SL_ _SP

NZX[LYd LYO(Z] T_^ MZL]O ZQ OT]PN_Z]^ _LVP LN_TZY% bSTNS dZ` TY_PYO _Z []P^PY_ L_ L XPP_TYR ZQ _SP

NZX[LYd"̂  ^SL]PSZWOP]^' KZ`] []Z[Z^LW ^SZ`WO ^_L_P L^ NWPL]Wd L^ [Z^^TMWP _SP NZ`]^P ZQ LN_TZY _SL_ dZ`

MPWTPaP _SP NZX[LYd ^SZ`WO QZWWZb' >Q dZ`] []Z[Z^LW T^ [WLNPO ZY _SP NZX[LYd"̂  []Zcd NL]O% _SP NZX[LYd

X`^_ LW^Z []ZaTOP TY _SP QZ]X ZQ []Zcd XPLY^ QZ] ^SL]PSZWOP]^ _Z ^[PNTQd Md MZcP^ L NSZTNP MP_bPPY

L[[]ZaLW Z] OT^L[[]ZaLW% Z] LM^_PY_TZY' IYWP^^ Z_SP]bT^P TYOTNL_PO% _SP bZ]O h[]Z[Z^LWi L^ `^PO TY _ST^

^PN_TZY ]PQP]^ MZ_S _Z dZ`] []Z[Z^LW% LYO _Z dZ`] NZ]]P^[ZYOTYR ^_L_PXPY_ TY ^`[[Z]_ ZQ dZ`] []Z[Z^LW #TQ

LYd$'

#M$ 5J=HIAED &. JSZ T^ PWTRTMWP _Z ^`MXT_ L []Z[Z^LW% LYO SZb OZ > OPXZY^_]L_P _Z _SP NZX[LYd _SL_ > LX

PWTRTMWP5

#*$ HZ MP PWTRTMWP _Z ^`MXT_ L []Z[Z^LW% dZ` X`^_ ^L_T^Qd _SP QZWWZbTYR ]P\`T]PXPY_^3

#T$ KZ` X`^_ SLaP NZY_TY`Z`^Wd SPWO3

#6$ 6_ WPL^_ !+%))) TY XL]VP_ aLW`P ZQ _SP NZX[LYd"̂  ^PN`]T_TP^ PY_T_WPO _Z aZ_P ZY _SP []Z[Z^LW

QZ] L_ WPL^_ _S]PP dPL]^4 Z]

#7$ 6_ WPL^_ !*.%))) TY XL]VP_ aLW`P ZQ _SP NZX[LYd"̂  ^PN`]T_TP^ PY_T_WPO _Z aZ_P ZY _SP

[]Z[Z^LW QZ] L_ WPL^_ _bZ dPL]^4 Z]

7DIRNPIAK ;NRE2 BZXPYNWL_`]P NSLYRP^ _Z [L]_ +-) L[[PL] L_ .0 ;F ,/.)*% 6`R' *,% *22+% LYO .0 ;F -0-)2% CN_'

*/% *22+'
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#8$ 6_ WPL^_ !+.%))) TY XL]VP_ aLW`P ZQ _SP NZX[LYd"̂  ^PN`]T_TP^ PY_T_WPO _Z aZ_P ZY _SP

[]Z[Z^LW QZ] L_ WPL^_ ZYP dPL]4 Z]

#9$ HSP LXZ`Y_^ ^[PNTjPO TY [L]LR]L[S #M$#,$ ZQ _ST^ ^PN_TZY' HST^ [L]LR]L[S #M$#*$#T$#9$ bTWW

Pc[T]P ZY _SP ^LXP OL_P _SL_ f +-)'*-Lg1#M$#,$ Pc[T]P^4 LYO

#TT$ KZ` X`^_ []ZaTOP _SP NZX[LYd bT_S L b]T__PY ^_L_PXPY_ _SL_ dZ` TY_PYO _Z NZY_TY`P _Z SZWO _SP

]P\`T^T_P LXZ`Y_ ZQ ^PN`]T_TP^% OP_P]XTYPO TY LNNZ]OLYNP bT_S [L]LR]L[S #M$#*$#T$#6$ _S]Z`RS

#8$ ZQ _ST^ ^PN_TZY% _S]Z`RS _SP OL_P ZQ _SP ^SL]PSZWOP]^" XPP_TYR QZ] bSTNS _SP []Z[Z^LW T^

^`MXT__PO4 LYO

#TTT$ KZ` X`^_ []ZaTOP _SP NZX[LYd bT_S L b]T__PY ^_L_PXPY_ _SL_ dZ` L]P LMWP _Z XPP_ bT_S _SP

NZX[LYd TY [P]^ZY Z] aTL _PWPNZYQP]PYNP YZ WP^^ _SLY *) NLWPYOL] OLd^% YZ] XZ]P _SLY ,)

NLWPYOL] OLd^% LQ_P] ^`MXT^^TZY ZQ _SP ^SL]PSZWOP] []Z[Z^LW' KZ` X`^_ TYNW`OP dZ`] NZY_LN_

TYQZ]XL_TZY L^ bPWW L^ M`^TYP^^ OLd^ LYO ^[PNTjN _TXP^ _SL_ dZ` L]P LaLTWLMWP _Z OT^N`^^ _SP

[]Z[Z^LW bT_S _SP NZX[LYd' KZ` X`^_ TOPY_TQd _TXP^ _SL_ L]P bT_STY _SP ]PR`WL] M`^TYP^^ SZ`]^

ZQ _SP NZX[LYd"̂  []TYNT[LW PcPN`_TaP ZlNP^' >Q _SP^P SZ`]^ L]P YZ_ OT^NWZ^PO TY _SP NZX[LYd"̂

[]Zcd ^_L_PXPY_ QZ] _SP []TZ] dPL]"̂  LYY`LW XPP_TYR% dZ` X`^_ TOPY_TQd _TXP^ _SL_ L]P MP_bPPY 2

L'X' LYO .3,) ['X' TY _SP _TXP eZYP ZQ _SP NZX[LYd"̂  []TYNT[LW PcPN`_TaP ZlNP^' >Q dZ` PWPN_ _Z

NZ&jWP L []Z[Z^LW% LWW NZ&jWP]^ X`^_ PT_SP]3

#6$ 6R]PP _Z _SP ^LXP OL_P^ LYO _TXP^ ZQ LaLTWLMTWT_d% Z]

#7$ >OPY_TQd L ^TYRWP WPLO jWP] bSZ bTWW []ZaTOP OL_P^ LYO _TXP^ ZQ _SP WPLO jWP]"̂  LaLTWLMTWT_d _Z

PYRLRP ZY MPSLWQ ZQ LWW NZ&jWP]^4 LYO

#Ta$ >Q dZ` `^P L ]P[]P^PY_L_TaP _Z ^`MXT_ L ^SL]PSZWOP] []Z[Z^LW ZY dZ`] MPSLWQ% dZ` X`^_ []ZaTOP

_SP NZX[LYd bT_S b]T__PY OZN`XPY_L_TZY _SL_3

#6$ >OPY_TjP^ _SP NZX[LYd _Z bSTNS _SP []Z[Z^LW T^ OT]PN_PO4

#7$ >OPY_TjP^ _SP LYY`LW Z] ^[PNTLW XPP_TYR QZ] bSTNS _SP []Z[Z^LW T^ ^`MXT__PO4

#8$ >OPY_TjP^ dZ` L^ _SP []Z[ZYPY_ LYO TOPY_TjP^ _SP [P]^ZY LN_TYR ZY dZ`] MPSLWQ L^ dZ`]

]P[]P^PY_L_TaP4

#9$ >YNW`OP^ dZ`] ^_L_PXPY_ L`_SZ]TeTYR _SP OP^TRYL_PO ]P[]P^PY_L_TaP _Z ^`MXT_ _SP []Z[Z^LW

LYO Z_SP]bT^P LN_ ZY dZ`] MPSLWQ4

#:$ >OPY_TjP^ _SP ^[PNTjN _Z[TN ZQ _SP []Z[Z^LW _Z MP ^`MXT__PO4

#;$ >YNW`OP^ dZ`] ^_L_PXPY_ ^`[[Z]_TYR _SP []Z[Z^LW4 LYO

#<$ >^ ^TRYPO LYO OL_PO Md dZ`'

#a$ HSP ]P\`T]PXPY_^ ZQ [L]LR]L[S #M$#*$#Ta$ ZQ _ST^ ^PN_TZY ^SLWW YZ_ L[[Wd _Z ^SL]PSZWOP]^ _SL_ L]P

PY_T_TP^ ^Z WZYR L^ _SP ]P[]P^PY_L_TaP"̂  L`_SZ]T_d _Z LN_ ZY _SP ^SL]PSZWOP]"̂  MPSLWQ T^ L[[L]PY_

LYO ^PWQ&PaTOPY_ ^`NS _SL_ L ]PL^ZYLMWP [P]^ZY bZ`WO `YOP]^_LYO _SL_ _SP LRPY_ SL^ L`_SZ]T_d

_Z ^`MXT_ _SP []Z[Z^LW LYO Z_SP]bT^P LN_ ZY _SP ^SL]PSZWOP]"̂  MPSLWQ'

#aT$ ;Z] [`][Z^P^ ZQ [L]LR]L[S #M$#*$#T$ ZQ _ST^ ^PN_TZY% dZ` XLd YZ_ LRR]PRL_P dZ`] SZWOTYR^ bT_S

_SZ^P ZQ LYZ_SP] ^SL]PSZWOP] Z] R]Z`[ ZQ ^SL]PSZWOP]^ _Z XPP_ _SP ]P\`T^T_P LXZ`Y_ ZQ

^PN`]T_TP^ YPNP^^L]d _Z MP PWTRTMWP _Z ^`MXT_ L []Z[Z^LW'

#+$ CYP ZQ _SP QZWWZbTYR XP_SZO^ X`^_ MP `^PO _Z OPXZY^_]L_P dZ`] PWTRTMTWT_d _Z ^`MXT_ L []Z[Z^LW3
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#T$ >Q dZ` L]P _SP ]PRT^_P]PO SZWOP] ZQ dZ`] ^PN`]T_TP^% bSTNS XPLY^ _SL_ dZ`] YLXP L[[PL]^ TY _SP

NZX[LYd"̂  ]PNZ]O^ L^ L ^SL]PSZWOP]% _SP NZX[LYd NLY aP]TQd dZ`] PWTRTMTWT_d ZY T_^ ZbY% LW_SZ`RS

dZ` bTWW ^_TWW SLaP _Z []ZaTOP _SP NZX[LYd bT_S L b]T__PY ^_L_PXPY_ _SL_ dZ` TY_PYO _Z NZY_TY`P

_Z SZWO _SP ]P\`T^T_P LXZ`Y_ ZQ ^PN`]T_TP^% OP_P]XTYPO TY LNNZ]OLYNP bT_S [L]LR]L[S #M$#*$#T$#6$

_S]Z`RS #8$ ZQ _ST^ ^PN_TZY% _S]Z`RS _SP OL_P ZQ _SP XPP_TYR ZQ ^SL]PSZWOP]^'

#TT$ >Q% WTVP XLYd ^SL]PSZWOP]^% dZ` L]P YZ_ L ]PRT^_P]PO SZWOP]% _SP NZX[LYd WTVPWd OZP^ YZ_ VYZb

_SL_ dZ` L]P L ^SL]PSZWOP]% Z] SZb XLYd ^SL]P^ dZ` ZbY' >Y _ST^ NL^P% L_ _SP _TXP dZ` ^`MXT_

dZ`] []Z[Z^LW% dZ` X`^_ []ZaP dZ`] PWTRTMTWT_d _Z _SP NZX[LYd TY ZYP ZQ _bZ bLd^3

#6$ HSP j]^_ bLd T^ _Z ^`MXT_ _Z _SP NZX[LYd L b]T__PY ^_L_PXPY_ Q]ZX _SP h]PNZ]Oi SZWOP] ZQ

dZ`] ^PN`]T_TP^ #`^`LWWd L M]ZVP] Z] MLYV$ aP]TQdTYR _SL_% L_ _SP _TXP dZ` ^`MXT__PO dZ`]

[]Z[Z^LW% dZ` NZY_TY`Z`^Wd SPWO L_ WPL^_ !+%)))% !*.%)))% Z] !+.%))) TY XL]VP_ aLW`P ZQ _SP

NZX[LYd"̂  ^PN`]T_TP^ PY_T_WPO _Z aZ_P ZY _SP []Z[Z^LW QZ] L_ WPL^_ _S]PP dPL]^% _bZ dPL]^% Z]

ZYP dPL]% ]P^[PN_TaPWd' KZ` X`^_ LW^Z TYNW`OP dZ`] ZbY b]T__PY ^_L_PXPY_ _SL_ dZ` TY_PYO

_Z NZY_TY`P _Z SZWO _SP ]P\`T^T_P LXZ`Y_ ZQ ^PN`]T_TP^% OP_P]XTYPO TY LNNZ]OLYNP bT_S

[L]LR]L[S #M$#*$#T$#6$ _S]Z`RS #8$ ZQ _ST^ ^PN_TZY% _S]Z`RS _SP OL_P ZQ _SP ^SL]PSZWOP]^"

XPP_TYR QZ] bSTNS _SP []Z[Z^LW T^ ^`MXT__PO4 Z]

#7$ HSP ^PNZYO bLd _Z []ZaP ZbYP]^ST[ L[[WTP^ ZYWd TQ dZ` bP]P ]P\`T]PO _Z jWP% LYO jWPO% L

GNSPO`WP *,9 #f +-)'*,Og*)*$% GNSPO`WP *,< #f +-)'*,Og*)+$% ;Z]X , #f +-2'*), ZQ _ST^

NSL[_P]$% ;Z]X - #f +-2'*)- ZQ _ST^ NSL[_P]$% LYO(Z] ;Z]X . #f +-2'*). ZQ _ST^ NSL[_P]$% Z]

LXPYOXPY_^ _Z _SZ^P OZN`XPY_^ Z] `[OL_PO QZ]X^% OPXZY^_]L_TYR _SL_ dZ` XPP_ L_ WPL^_

ZYP ZQ _SP ^SL]P ZbYP]^ST[ ]P\`T]PXPY_^ `YOP] [L]LR]L[S #M$#*$#T$#6$ _S]Z`RS #8$ ZQ _ST^

^PN_TZY' >Q dZ` SLaP jWPO ZYP Z] XZ]P ZQ _SP^P OZN`XPY_^ bT_S _SP G:8% dZ` XLd

OPXZY^_]L_P dZ`] PWTRTMTWT_d _Z ^`MXT_ L []Z[Z^LW Md ^`MXT__TYR _Z _SP NZX[LYd3

#%$ 6 NZ[d ZQ _SP ^NSPO`WP#^$ LYO(Z] QZ]X#^$% LYO LYd ^`M^P\`PY_ LXPYOXPY_^

]P[Z]_TYR L NSLYRP TY dZ`] ZbYP]^ST[ WPaPW4

#&$ KZ`] b]T__PY ^_L_PXPY_ _SL_ dZ` NZY_TY`Z`^Wd SPWO L_ WPL^_ !+%)))% !*.%)))% Z]

!+.%))) TY XL]VP_ aLW`P ZQ _SP NZX[LYd"̂  ^PN`]T_TP^ PY_T_WPO _Z aZ_P ZY _SP []Z[Z^LW

QZ] L_ WPL^_ _S]PP dPL]^% _bZ dPL]^% Z] ZYP dPL]% ]P^[PN_TaPWd4 LYO

#'$ KZ`] b]T__PY ^_L_PXPY_ _SL_ dZ` TY_PYO _Z NZY_TY`P _Z SZWO _SP ]P\`T^T_P LXZ`Y_ ZQ

^PN`]T_TP^% OP_P]XTYPO TY LNNZ]OLYNP bT_S [L]LR]L[S #M$#*$#T$#6$ _S]Z`RS #8$ ZQ _ST^

^PN_TZY% _S]Z`RS _SP OL_P ZQ _SP NZX[LYd"̂  LYY`LW Z] ^[PNTLW XPP_TYR'

#N$ 5J=HIAED '. =Zb XLYd []Z[Z^LW^ XLd > ^`MXT_5 :LNS [P]^ZY XLd ^`MXT_ YZ XZ]P _SLY ZYP []Z[Z^LW%

OT]PN_Wd Z] TYOT]PN_Wd% _Z L NZX[LYd QZ] L [L]_TN`WL] ^SL]PSZWOP]^" XPP_TYR' 6 [P]^ZY XLd YZ_ ]PWd ZY _SP

^PN`]T_TP^ SZWOTYR^ ZQ LYZ_SP] [P]^ZY QZ] _SP [`][Z^P ZQ XPP_TYR _SP PWTRTMTWT_d ]P\`T]PXPY_^ LYO

^`MXT__TYR X`W_T[WP []Z[Z^LW^ QZ] L [L]_TN`WL] ^SL]PSZWOP]^" XPP_TYR'

#O$ 5J=HIAED (. =Zb WZYR NLY Xd []Z[Z^LW MP5 HSP []Z[Z^LW% TYNW`OTYR LYd LNNZX[LYdTYR ^`[[Z]_TYR

^_L_PXPY_% XLd YZ_ PcNPPO .)) bZ]O^'

#P$ 5J=HIAED ). JSL_ T^ _SP OPLOWTYP QZ] ^`MXT__TYR L []Z[Z^LW5

#*$ >Q dZ` L]P ^`MXT__TYR dZ`] []Z[Z^LW QZ] _SP NZX[LYd"̂  LYY`LW XPP_TYR% dZ` NLY TY XZ^_ NL^P^ jYO _SP

OPLOWTYP TY WL^_ dPL]"̂  []Zcd ^_L_PXPY_' =ZbPaP]% TQ _SP NZX[LYd OTO YZ_ SZWO LY LYY`LW XPP_TYR WL^_

dPL]% Z] SL^ NSLYRPO _SP OL_P ZQ T_^ XPP_TYR QZ] _ST^ dPL] XZ]P _SLY ,) OLd^ Q]ZX WL^_ dPL]"̂  XPP_TYR%

dZ` NLY `^`LWWd jYO _SP OPLOWTYP TY ZYP ZQ _SP NZX[LYd"̂  \`L]_P]Wd ]P[Z]_^ ZY ;Z]X *)gE #f
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+-2',)1L ZQ _ST^ NSL[_P]$% Z] TY ^SL]PSZWOP] ]P[Z]_^ ZQ TYaP^_XPY_ NZX[LYTP^ `YOP] f +0)',)Og* ZQ

_ST^ NSL[_P] ZQ _SP >YaP^_XPY_ 8ZX[LYd 6N_ ZQ *2-)' >Y Z]OP] _Z LaZTO NZY_]ZaP]^d% ^SL]PSZWOP]^

^SZ`WO ^`MXT_ _SPT] []Z[Z^LW^ Md XPLY^% TYNW`OTYR PWPN_]ZYTN XPLY^% _SL_ [P]XT_ _SPX _Z []ZaP _SP

OL_P ZQ OPWTaP]d'

#+$ HSP OPLOWTYP T^ NLWN`WL_PO TY _SP QZWWZbTYR XLYYP] TQ _SP []Z[Z^LW T^ ^`MXT__PO QZ] L ]PR`WL]Wd

^NSPO`WPO LYY`LW XPP_TYR' HSP []Z[Z^LW X`^_ MP ]PNPTaPO L_ _SP NZX[LYd"̂  []TYNT[LW PcPN`_TaP

ZlNP^ YZ_ WP^^ _SLY *+) NLWPYOL] OLd^ MPQZ]P _SP OL_P ZQ _SP NZX[LYd"̂  []Zcd ^_L_PXPY_ ]PWPL^PO

_Z ^SL]PSZWOP]^ TY NZYYPN_TZY bT_S _SP []PaTZ`^ dPL]"̂  LYY`LW XPP_TYR' =ZbPaP]% TQ _SP NZX[LYd OTO

YZ_ SZWO LY LYY`LW XPP_TYR _SP []PaTZ`^ dPL]% Z] TQ _SP OL_P ZQ _ST^ dPL]"̂  LYY`LW XPP_TYR SL^ MPPY

NSLYRPO Md XZ]P _SLY ,) OLd^ Q]ZX _SP OL_P ZQ _SP []PaTZ`^ dPL]"̂  XPP_TYR% _SPY _SP OPLOWTYP T^ L

]PL^ZYLMWP _TXP MPQZ]P _SP NZX[LYd MPRTY^ _Z []TY_ LYO ^PYO T_^ []Zcd XL_P]TLW^'

#,$ >Q dZ` L]P ^`MXT__TYR dZ`] []Z[Z^LW QZ] L XPP_TYR ZQ ^SL]PSZWOP]^ Z_SP] _SLY L ]PR`WL]Wd ^NSPO`WPO

LYY`LW XPP_TYR% _SP OPLOWTYP T^ L ]PL^ZYLMWP _TXP MPQZ]P _SP NZX[LYd MPRTY^ _Z []TY_ LYO ^PYO T_^

[]Zcd XL_P]TLW^'

#Q$ 5J=HIAED *. JSL_ TQ > QLTW _Z QZWWZb ZYP ZQ _SP PWTRTMTWT_d Z] []ZNPO`]LW ]P\`T]PXPY_^ Pc[WLTYPO TY LY^bP]^ _Z

E`P^_TZY^ * _S]Z`RS - ZQ _ST^ ^PN_TZY5

#*$ HSP NZX[LYd XLd PcNW`OP dZ`] []Z[Z^LW% M`_ ZYWd LQ_P] T_ SL^ YZ_TjPO dZ` ZQ _SP []ZMWPX% LYO dZ`

SLaP QLTWPO LOP\`L_PWd _Z NZ]]PN_ T_' JT_STY *- NLWPYOL] OLd^ ZQ ]PNPTaTYR dZ`] []Z[Z^LW% _SP NZX[LYd

X`^_ YZ_TQd dZ` TY b]T_TYR ZQ LYd []ZNPO`]LW Z] PWTRTMTWT_d OPjNTPYNTP^% L^ bPWW L^ ZQ _SP _TXP Q]LXP QZ]

dZ`] ]P^[ZY^P' KZ`] ]P^[ZY^P X`^_ MP [Z^_XL]VPO% Z] _]LY^XT__PO PWPN_]ZYTNLWWd% YZ WL_P] _SLY *-

OLd^ Q]ZX _SP OL_P dZ` ]PNPTaPO _SP NZX[LYd"̂  YZ_TjNL_TZY' 6 NZX[LYd YPPO YZ_ []ZaTOP dZ` ^`NS

YZ_TNP ZQ L OPjNTPYNd TQ _SP OPjNTPYNd NLYYZ_ MP ]PXPOTPO% ^`NS L^ TQ dZ` QLTW _Z ^`MXT_ L []Z[Z^LW

Md _SP NZX[LYd"̂  []Z[P]Wd OP_P]XTYPO OPLOWTYP' >Q _SP NZX[LYd TY_PYO^ _Z PcNW`OP _SP []Z[Z^LW% T_

bTWW WL_P] SLaP _Z XLVP L ^`MXT^^TZY `YOP] f +-)'*-Lg1 LYO []ZaTOP dZ` bT_S L NZ[d `YOP] E`P^_TZY

*) MPWZb% f +-)'*-Lg1#U$'

#+$ >Q dZ` QLTW TY dZ`] []ZXT^P _Z SZWO _SP ]P\`T]PO Y`XMP] ZQ ^PN`]T_TP^ _S]Z`RS _SP OL_P ZQ _SP XPP_TYR

ZQ ^SL]PSZWOP]^% _SPY _SP NZX[LYd bTWW MP [P]XT__PO _Z PcNW`OP LWW ZQ dZ`] []Z[Z^LW^ Q]ZX T_^ []Zcd

XL_P]TLW^ QZ] LYd XPP_TYR SPWO TY _SP QZWWZbTYR _bZ NLWPYOL] dPL]^'

#R$ 5J=HIAED +. JSZ SL^ _SP M`]OPY ZQ [P]^`LOTYR _SP 8ZXXT^^TZY Z] T_^ ^_LQQ _SL_ Xd []Z[Z^LW NLY MP

PcNW`OPO5 :cNP[_ L^ Z_SP]bT^P YZ_PO% _SP M`]OPY T^ ZY _SP NZX[LYd _Z OPXZY^_]L_P _SL_ T_ T^ PY_T_WPO _Z

PcNW`OP L []Z[Z^LW'

#S$ 5J=HIAED ,. A`^_ > L[[PL] [P]^ZYLWWd L_ _SP ^SL]PSZWOP]^" XPP_TYR _Z []P^PY_ _SP []Z[Z^LW5

#*$ :T_SP] dZ`% Z] dZ`] ]P[]P^PY_L_TaP bSZ T^ \`LWTjPO `YOP] ^_L_P WLb _Z []P^PY_ _SP []Z[Z^LW ZY dZ`]

MPSLWQ% X`^_ L__PYO _SP XPP_TYR _Z []P^PY_ _SP []Z[Z^LW' JSP_SP] dZ` L__PYO _SP XPP_TYR dZ`]^PWQ Z]

^PYO L \`LWTjPO ]P[]P^PY_L_TaP _Z _SP XPP_TYR TY dZ`] [WLNP% dZ` ^SZ`WO XLVP ^`]P _SL_ dZ`% Z] dZ`]

]P[]P^PY_L_TaP% QZWWZb _SP []Z[P] ^_L_P WLb []ZNPO`]P^ QZ] L__PYOTYR _SP XPP_TYR LYO(Z] []P^PY_TYR

dZ`] []Z[Z^LW'

#+$ >Q _SP NZX[LYd SZWO^ T_^ ^SL]PSZWOP] XPP_TYR TY bSZWP Z] TY [L]_ aTL PWPN_]ZYTN XPOTL% LYO _SP

NZX[LYd [P]XT_^ dZ` Z] dZ`] ]P[]P^PY_L_TaP _Z []P^PY_ dZ`] []Z[Z^LW aTL ^`NS XPOTL% _SPY dZ` XLd

L[[PL] _S]Z`RS PWPN_]ZYTN XPOTL ]L_SP] _SLY _]LaPWTYR _Z _SP XPP_TYR _Z L[[PL] TY [P]^ZY'
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BZ_P _Z [L]LR]L[S #T$#*$3 9P[PYOTYR ZY _SP ^`MUPN_ XL__P]% ^ZXP []Z[Z^LW^ L]P YZ_

NZY^TOP]PO []Z[P] `YOP] ^_L_P WLb TQ _SPd bZ`WO MP MTYOTYR ZY _SP NZX[LYd TQ L[[]ZaPO Md

^SL]PSZWOP]^' >Y Z`] Pc[P]TPYNP% XZ^_ []Z[Z^LW^ _SL_ L]P NL^_ L^ ]PNZXXPYOL_TZY^ Z]

]P\`P^_^ _SL_ _SP MZL]O ZQ OT]PN_Z]^ _LVP ^[PNTjPO LN_TZY L]P []Z[P] `YOP] ^_L_P WLb'

6NNZ]OTYRWd% bP bTWW L^^`XP _SL_ L []Z[Z^LW O]LQ_PO L^ L ]PNZXXPYOL_TZY Z] ^`RRP^_TZY T^

[]Z[P] `YWP^^ _SP NZX[LYd OPXZY^_]L_P^ Z_SP]bT^P'

BZ_P _Z [L]LR]L[S #T$#+$3 JP bTWW YZ_ L[[Wd _ST^ ML^T^ QZ] PcNW`^TZY _Z [P]XT_ PcNW`^TZY ZQ L

[]Z[Z^LW ZY R]Z`YO^ _SL_ T_ bZ`WO aTZWL_P QZ]PTRY WLb TQ NZX[WTLYNP bT_S _SP QZ]PTRY WLb bZ`WO

]P^`W_ TY L aTZWL_TZY ZQ LYd ^_L_P Z] QPOP]LW WLb'

#,$ >Q dZ` Z] dZ`] \`LWTjPO ]P[]P^PY_L_TaP QLTW _Z L[[PL] LYO []P^PY_ _SP []Z[Z^LW% bT_SZ`_ RZZO NL`^P%

_SP NZX[LYd bTWW MP [P]XT__PO _Z PcNW`OP LWW ZQ dZ`] []Z[Z^LW^ Q]ZX T_^ []Zcd XL_P]TLW^ QZ] LYd

XPP_TYR^ SPWO TY _SP QZWWZbTYR _bZ NLWPYOL] dPL]^'

#T$ 5J=HIAED -. >Q > SLaP NZX[WTPO bT_S _SP []ZNPO`]LW ]P\`T]PXPY_^% ZY bSL_ Z_SP] ML^P^ XLd L NZX[LYd ]PWd

_Z PcNW`OP Xd []Z[Z^LW5

#*$ >X[]Z[P] `YOP] ^_L_P WLb3 >Q _SP []Z[Z^LW T^ YZ_ L []Z[P] ^`MUPN_ QZ] LN_TZY Md ^SL]PSZWOP]^ `YOP] _SP

WLb^ ZQ _SP U`]T^OTN_TZY ZQ _SP NZX[LYd"̂  Z]RLYTeL_TZY4

#+$ 8AEB9IAED E> B9L. >Q _SP []Z[Z^LW bZ`WO% TQ TX[WPXPY_PO% NL`^P _SP NZX[LYd _Z aTZWL_P LYd ^_L_P%

QPOP]LW% Z] QZ]PTRY WLb _Z bSTNS T_ T^ ^`MUPN_4

#,$ 8AEB9IAED E> FGEMN GJB=H. >Q _SP []Z[Z^LW Z] ^`[[Z]_TYR ^_L_PXPY_ T^ NZY_]L]d _Z LYd ZQ _SP

8ZXXT^^TZY"̂  []Zcd ]`WP^% TYNW`OTYR f +-)'*-L&2% bSTNS []ZSTMT_^ XL_P]TLWWd QLW^P Z] XT^WPLOTYR

^_L_PXPY_^ TY []Zcd ^ZWTNT_TYR XL_P]TLW^4

#-$ 4=GHED9B ?GA=K9D;=/ HF=;A9B ADI=G=HI. >Q _SP []Z[Z^LW ]PWL_P^ _Z _SP ]PO]P^^ ZQ L [P]^ZYLW NWLTX Z]

R]TPaLYNP LRLTY^_ _SP NZX[LYd Z] LYd Z_SP] [P]^ZY% Z] TQ T_ T^ OP^TRYPO _Z ]P^`W_ TY L MPYPj_ _Z dZ`% Z]

_Z Q`]_SP] L [P]^ZYLW TY_P]P^_% bSTNS T^ YZ_ ^SL]PO Md _SP Z_SP] ^SL]PSZWOP]^ L_ WL]RP4

#.$ 6=B=K9D;=. >Q _SP []Z[Z^LW ]PWL_P^ _Z Z[P]L_TZY^ bSTNS LNNZ`Y_ QZ] WP^^ _SLY . [P]NPY_ ZQ _SP

NZX[LYd"̂  _Z_LW L^^P_^ L_ _SP PYO ZQ T_^ XZ^_ ]PNPY_ j^NLW dPL]% LYO QZ] WP^^ _SLY . [P]NPY_ ZQ T_^ YP_

PL]YTYR^ LYO R]Z^^ ^LWP^ QZ] T_^ XZ^_ ]PNPY_ j^NLW dPL]% LYO T^ YZ_ Z_SP]bT^P ^TRYTjNLY_Wd ]PWL_PO _Z

_SP NZX[LYd"̂  M`^TYP^^4

#/$ 0:H=D;= E> FEL=G#9JI@EGAIN. >Q _SP NZX[LYd bZ`WO WLNV _SP [ZbP] Z] L`_SZ]T_d _Z TX[WPXPY_ _SP

[]Z[Z^LW4

#0$ 39D9?=C=DI >JD;IAEDH. >Q _SP []Z[Z^LW OPLW^ bT_S L XL__P] ]PWL_TYR _Z _SP NZX[LYd"̂  Z]OTYL]d

M`^TYP^^ Z[P]L_TZY^4

#1$ 2AG=;IEG =B=;IAEDH. >Q _SP []Z[Z^LW3

#T$ JZ`WO OT^\`LWTQd L YZXTYPP bSZ T^ ^_LYOTYR QZ] PWPN_TZY4

#TT$ JZ`WO ]PXZaP L OT]PN_Z] Q]ZX ZlNP MPQZ]P ST^ Z] SP] _P]X Pc[T]PO4
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BZ_P _Z [L]LR]L[S #T$#2$3 6 NZX[LYd"̂  ^`MXT^^TZY _Z _SP 8ZXXT^^TZY `YOP] _ST^ ^PN_TZY

^SZ`WO ^[PNTQd _SP [ZTY_^ ZQ NZYkTN_ bT_S _SP NZX[LYd"̂  []Z[Z^LW'

BZ_P _Z [L]LR]L[S #T$#*)$3 6 NZX[LYd XLd PcNW`OP L ^SL]PSZWOP] []Z[Z^LW _SL_ bZ`WO []ZaTOP

LY LOaT^Z]d aZ_P Z] ^PPV Q`_`]P LOaT^Z]d aZ_P^ _Z L[[]ZaP _SP NZX[PY^L_TZY ZQ PcPN`_TaP^ L^

OT^NWZ^PO [`]^`LY_ _Z >_PX -)+ ZQ FPR`WL_TZY Gg? #f ++2'-)+ ZQ _ST^ NSL[_P]$ Z] LYd

^`NNP^^Z] _Z >_PX -)+ #L h^Ld&ZY&[Ld aZ_Pi$ Z] _SL_ ]PWL_P^ _Z _SP Q]P\`PYNd ZQ ^Ld&ZY&[Ld

aZ_P^% []ZaTOPO _SL_ TY _SP XZ^_ ]PNPY_ ^SL]PSZWOP] aZ_P ]P\`T]PO Md f +-)'*-Lg+*#M$ ZQ _ST^

NSL[_P] L ^TYRWP dPL] #?#=#" ZYP% _bZ% Z] _S]PP dPL]^$ ]PNPTaPO L[[]ZaLW ZQ L XLUZ]T_d ZQ aZ_P^

NL^_ ZY _SP XL__P] LYO _SP NZX[LYd SL^ LOZ[_PO L [ZWTNd ZY _SP Q]P\`PYNd ZQ ^Ld&ZY&[Ld

aZ_P^ _SL_ T^ NZY^T^_PY_ bT_S _SP NSZTNP ZQ _SP XLUZ]T_d ZQ aZ_P^ NL^_ TY _SP XZ^_ ]PNPY_

^SL]PSZWOP] aZ_P ]P\`T]PO Md f +-)'*-Lg+*#M$ ZQ _ST^ NSL[_P]'

#TTT$ E`P^_TZY^ _SP NZX[P_PYNP% M`^TYP^^ U`ORXPY_% Z] NSL]LN_P] ZQ ZYP Z] XZ]P YZXTYPP^ Z]

OT]PN_Z]^4

#Ta$ GPPV^ _Z TYNW`OP L ^[PNTjN TYOTaTO`LW TY _SP NZX[LYd"̂  []Zcd XL_P]TLW^ QZ] PWPN_TZY _Z _SP MZL]O

ZQ OT]PN_Z]^4 Z]

#a$ C_SP]bT^P NZ`WO LQQPN_ _SP Z`_NZXP ZQ _SP `[NZXTYR PWPN_TZY ZQ OT]PN_Z]^'

#2$ 1EDPA;IH LAI@ ;ECF9DN!H FGEFEH9B. >Q _SP []Z[Z^LW OT]PN_Wd NZYkTN_^ bT_S ZYP ZQ _SP NZX[LYd"̂  ZbY

[]Z[Z^LW^ _Z MP ^`MXT__PO _Z ^SL]PSZWOP]^ L_ _SP ^LXP XPP_TYR4

#*)$ 7J:HI9DIA9BBN ACFB=C=DI=<. >Q _SP NZX[LYd SL^ LW]PLOd ^`M^_LY_TLWWd TX[WPXPY_PO _SP []Z[Z^LW4

#**$ 2JFBA;9IAED. >Q _SP []Z[Z^LW ^`M^_LY_TLWWd O`[WTNL_P^ LYZ_SP] []Z[Z^LW []PaTZ`^Wd ^`MXT__PO _Z _SP

NZX[LYd Md LYZ_SP] []Z[ZYPY_ _SL_ bTWW MP TYNW`OPO TY _SP NZX[LYd"̂  []Zcd XL_P]TLW^ QZ] _SP ^LXP

XPP_TYR4

#*+$ 6=HJ:CAHHAEDH" >Q _SP []Z[Z^LW LOO]P^^P^ ^`M^_LY_TLWWd _SP ^LXP ^`MUPN_ XL__P] L^ L []Z[Z^LW% Z]

[]Z[Z^LW^% []PaTZ`^Wd TYNW`OPO TY _SP NZX[LYd"̂  []Zcd XL_P]TLW^ bT_STY _SP []PNPOTYR jaP NLWPYOL]

dPL]^ TQ _SP XZ^_ ]PNPY_ aZ_P ZNN`]]PO bT_STY _SP []PNPOTYR _S]PP NLWPYOL] dPL]^ LYO _SP XZ^_ ]PNPY_

aZ_P bL^3

#T$ @P^^ _SLY . [P]NPY_ ZQ _SP aZ_P^ NL^_ TQ []PaTZ`^Wd aZ_PO ZY ZYNP4

#TT$ @P^^ _SLY *. [P]NPY_ ZQ _SP aZ_P^ NL^_ TQ []PaTZ`^Wd aZ_PO ZY _bTNP4 Z]

#TTT$ @P^^ _SLY +. [P]NPY_ ZQ _SP aZ_P^ NL^_ TQ []PaTZ`^Wd aZ_PO ZY _S]PP Z] XZ]P _TXP^'

#*,$ 7F=;AO; 9CEJDI E> <AKA<=D<H. >Q _SP []Z[Z^LW ]PWL_P^ _Z ^[PNTjN LXZ`Y_^ ZQ NL^S Z] ^_ZNV OTaTOPYO^'

#U$ 5J=HIAED %$. JSL_ []ZNPO`]P^ X`^_ _SP NZX[LYd QZWWZb TQ T_ TY_PYO^ _Z PcNW`OP Xd []Z[Z^LW5

#*$ >Q _SP NZX[LYd TY_PYO^ _Z PcNW`OP L []Z[Z^LW Q]ZX T_^ []Zcd XL_P]TLW^% T_ X`^_ jWP T_^ ]PL^ZY^ bT_S

_SP 8ZXXT^^TZY YZ WL_P] _SLY 1) NLWPYOL] OLd^ MPQZ]P T_ jWP^ T_^ OPjYT_TaP []Zcd ^_L_PXPY_ LYO QZ]X

ZQ []Zcd bT_S _SP 8ZXXT^^TZY' HSP NZX[LYd X`^_ ^TX`W_LYPZ`^Wd []ZaTOP dZ` bT_S L NZ[d ZQ T_^
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^`MXT^^TZY' HSP 8ZXXT^^TZY ^_LQQ XLd [P]XT_ _SP NZX[LYd _Z XLVP T_^ ^`MXT^^TZY WL_P] _SLY 1)

OLd^ MPQZ]P _SP NZX[LYd jWP^ T_^ OPjYT_TaP []Zcd ^_L_PXPY_ LYO QZ]X ZQ []Zcd% TQ _SP NZX[LYd

OPXZY^_]L_P^ RZZO NL`^P QZ] XT^^TYR _SP OPLOWTYP'

#+$ HSP NZX[LYd X`^_ jWP ^Tc [L[P] NZ[TP^ ZQ _SP QZWWZbTYR3

#T$ HSP []Z[Z^LW4

#TT$ 6Y Pc[WLYL_TZY ZQ bSd _SP NZX[LYd MPWTPaP^ _SL_ T_ XLd PcNW`OP _SP []Z[Z^LW% bSTNS ^SZ`WO% TQ

[Z^^TMWP% ]PQP] _Z _SP XZ^_ ]PNPY_ L[[WTNLMWP L`_SZ]T_d% ^`NS L^ []TZ] 9TaT^TZY WP__P]^ T^^`PO

`YOP] _SP ]`WP4 LYO

#TTT$ 6 ^`[[Z]_TYR Z[TYTZY ZQ NZ`Y^PW bSPY ^`NS ]PL^ZY^ L]P ML^PO ZY XL__P]^ ZQ ^_L_P Z] QZ]PTRY

WLb'

#V$ 5J=HIAED %%. ALd > ^`MXT_ Xd ZbY ^_L_PXPY_ _Z _SP 8ZXXT^^TZY ]P^[ZYOTYR _Z _SP NZX[LYd"̂

L]R`XPY_^5

KP^% dZ` XLd ^`MXT_ L ]P^[ZY^P% M`_ T_ T^ YZ_ ]P\`T]PO' KZ` ^SZ`WO _]d _Z ^`MXT_ LYd ]P^[ZY^P _Z `^% bT_S L

NZ[d _Z _SP NZX[LYd% L^ ^ZZY L^ [Z^^TMWP LQ_P] _SP NZX[LYd XLVP^ T_^ ^`MXT^^TZY' HST^ bLd% _SP

8ZXXT^^TZY ^_LQQ bTWW SLaP _TXP _Z NZY^TOP] Q`WWd dZ`] ^`MXT^^TZY MPQZ]P T_ T^^`P^ T_^ ]P^[ZY^P' KZ`

^SZ`WO ^`MXT_ ^Tc [L[P] NZ[TP^ ZQ dZ`] ]P^[ZY^P'

#W$ 5J=HIAED %&. >Q _SP NZX[LYd TYNW`OP^ Xd ^SL]PSZWOP] []Z[Z^LW TY T_^ []Zcd XL_P]TLW^% bSL_ TYQZ]XL_TZY

LMZ`_ XP X`^_ T_ TYNW`OP LWZYR bT_S _SP []Z[Z^LW T_^PWQ5

#*$ HSP NZX[LYd"̂  []Zcd ^_L_PXPY_ X`^_ TYNW`OP dZ`] YLXP LYO LOO]P^^% L^ bPWW L^ _SP Y`XMP] ZQ _SP

NZX[LYd"̂  aZ_TYR ^PN`]T_TP^ _SL_ dZ` SZWO' =ZbPaP]% TY^_PLO ZQ []ZaTOTYR _SL_ TYQZ]XL_TZY% _SP

NZX[LYd XLd TY^_PLO TYNW`OP L ^_L_PXPY_ _SL_ T_ bTWW []ZaTOP _SP TYQZ]XL_TZY _Z ^SL]PSZWOP]^

[]ZX[_Wd `[ZY ]PNPTaTYR LY Z]LW Z] b]T__PY ]P\`P^_'

#+$ HSP NZX[LYd T^ YZ_ ]P^[ZY^TMWP QZ] _SP NZY_PY_^ ZQ dZ`] []Z[Z^LW Z] ^`[[Z]_TYR ^_L_PXPY_'

#X$ 5J=HIAED %'. JSL_ NLY > OZ TQ _SP NZX[LYd TYNW`OP^ TY T_^ []Zcd ^_L_PXPY_ ]PL^ZY^ bSd T_ MPWTPaP^

^SL]PSZWOP]^ ^SZ`WO YZ_ aZ_P TY QLaZ] ZQ Xd []Z[Z^LW% LYO > OT^LR]PP bT_S ^ZXP ZQ T_^ ^_L_PXPY_^5

#*$ HSP NZX[LYd XLd PWPN_ _Z TYNW`OP TY T_^ []Zcd ^_L_PXPY_ ]PL^ZY^ bSd T_ MPWTPaP^ ^SL]PSZWOP]^

^SZ`WO aZ_P LRLTY^_ dZ`] []Z[Z^LW' HSP NZX[LYd T^ LWWZbPO _Z XLVP L]R`XPY_^ ]PkPN_TYR T_^ ZbY

[ZTY_ ZQ aTPb% U`^_ L^ dZ` XLd Pc[]P^^ dZ`] ZbY [ZTY_ ZQ aTPb TY dZ`] []Z[Z^LW"̂  ^`[[Z]_TYR

^_L_PXPY_'

#+$ =ZbPaP]% TQ dZ` MPWTPaP _SL_ _SP NZX[LYd"̂  Z[[Z^T_TZY _Z dZ`] []Z[Z^LW NZY_LTY^ XL_P]TLWWd QLW^P Z]

XT^WPLOTYR ^_L_PXPY_^ _SL_ XLd aTZWL_P Z`] LY_T&Q]L`O ]`WP% f +-)'*-Lg2% dZ` ^SZ`WO []ZX[_Wd ^PYO

_Z _SP 8ZXXT^^TZY ^_LQQ LYO _SP NZX[LYd L WP__P] Pc[WLTYTYR _SP ]PL^ZY^ QZ] dZ`] aTPb% LWZYR bT_S L

NZ[d ZQ _SP NZX[LYd"̂  ^_L_PXPY_^ Z[[Z^TYR dZ`] []Z[Z^LW' HZ _SP Pc_PY_ [Z^^TMWP% dZ`] WP__P] ^SZ`WO

TYNW`OP ^[PNTjN QLN_`LW TYQZ]XL_TZY OPXZY^_]L_TYR _SP TYLNN`]LNd ZQ _SP NZX[LYd"̂  NWLTX^' HTXP

[P]XT__TYR% dZ` XLd bT^S _Z _]d _Z bZ]V Z`_ dZ`] OTQQP]PYNP^ bT_S _SP NZX[LYd Md dZ`]^PWQ MPQZ]P

NZY_LN_TYR _SP 8ZXXT^^TZY ^_LQQ'

#,$ JP ]P\`T]P _SP NZX[LYd _Z ^PYO dZ` L NZ[d ZQ T_^ ^_L_PXPY_^ Z[[Z^TYR dZ`] []Z[Z^LW MPQZ]P T_ ^PYO^

T_^ []Zcd XL_P]TLW^% ^Z _SL_ dZ` XLd M]TYR _Z Z`] L__PY_TZY LYd XL_P]TLWWd QLW^P Z] XT^WPLOTYR

^_L_PXPY_^% `YOP] _SP QZWWZbTYR _TXPQ]LXP^3
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&$$+. +' 05 -++" 19B# (" &$$,. +* 05 *$()" 0=:# &" &$%%. +) 05 )*+,&" 6=DH# %*" &$%$. ,) 05 +$&-(" 3CI# (" &$&$8

#T$ >Q Z`] YZ&LN_TZY ]P^[ZY^P ]P\`T]P^ _SL_ dZ` XLVP ]PaT^TZY^ _Z dZ`] []Z[Z^LW Z] ^`[[Z]_TYR

^_L_PXPY_ L^ L NZYOT_TZY _Z ]P\`T]TYR _SP NZX[LYd _Z TYNW`OP T_ TY T_^ []Zcd XL_P]TLW^% _SPY _SP

NZX[LYd X`^_ []ZaTOP dZ` bT_S L NZ[d ZQ T_^ Z[[Z^T_TZY ^_L_PXPY_^ YZ WL_P] _SLY . NLWPYOL]

OLd^ LQ_P] _SP NZX[LYd ]PNPTaP^ L NZ[d ZQ dZ`] ]PaT^PO []Z[Z^LW4 Z]

#TT$ >Y LWW Z_SP] NL^P^% _SP NZX[LYd X`^_ []ZaTOP dZ` bT_S L NZ[d ZQ T_^ Z[[Z^T_TZY ^_L_PXPY_^ YZ

WL_P] _SLY ,) NLWPYOL] OLd^ MPQZ]P T_^ jWP^ OPjYT_TaP NZ[TP^ ZQ T_^ []Zcd ^_L_PXPY_ LYO QZ]X ZQ

[]Zcd `YOP] f +-)'*-Lg/'
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From: John Chevedden

To: Cohen, Oliver

Subject: (EBAY)

Date: Tuesday, January 9, 2024 9:29:13 AM

External Email

Mr. Cohn,

The rule is that the rule 14a-8 proposal timely reach a proper

person at company headquarters which has clearly occurred.

John Chevedden



Exhibit C 

Extract from 2023 Proxy Statement 
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2023 Mkhqr PmZm̂ f^gm 91

DTl @ cebcbfX TVg\baf Ybe Vbaf\WXeTg\ba Tg aXkg lXTeqf
8aahT_ DXXg\aZ be ab`\aTgX \aW\i\WhT_f gb fXeiX Tf
W\eXVgbef7
Vhn fZr ln[fbm ikhihlZel _hk \hglb]^kZmbhg Zm _nmnk^ ZggnZe lmh\dahe]^k f^^mbg`l. Qh [^ \hglb]^k^] _hk bg\enlbhg bg ma^ ikhqr fZm^kbZel _hk hnk

2024 >ggnZe J^^mbg` h_ Pmh\dahe]^kl, rhnk ikhihlZe (hma^k maZg Z ikhihlZe _hk ]bk^\mhk ghfbgZmbhg) fnlm [^ k^\^bo^] [r hnk @hkihkZm^ P^\k^mZkr

Zm hnk ikbg\biZe ^q^\nmbo^ h__b\^ gh eZm^k maZg A^\^f[^k 29, 2023. Vhnk ikhihlZe fnlm \hfier pbma ma^ ikh\^]nk^l Zg] k^jnbk^f^gml l^m _hkma bg

One^ 14Z-8 ng]^k ma^ P^\nkbmb^l Bq\aZg`^ >\m h_ 1934, Zl Zf^g]^]. Vhnk ikhihlZe lahne] [^ l^gm obZ k^`blm^k^], \^kmb_b^] hk ^qik^ll fZbe mh hnk

@hkihkZm^ P^\k^mZkr Zm hnk ikbg\biZe ^q^\nmbo^ h__b\^ 2025 EZfbemhg >o^gn^, PZg Ghl^, @Zeb_hkgbZ 95125; gh _Z\lbfbe^ ln[fbllbhgl pbee [^

Z\\^im^].

> lmh\dahe]^k ikhihlZe hk ghfbgZmbhg _hk ]bk^\mhk pbee `^g^kZeer ghm [^ bg\en]^] bg hnk ikhqr fZm^kbZel, [nm pbee hma^kpbl^ [^ \hglb]^k^] Zm ma^

2024 >ggnZe J^^mbg` h_ Pmh\dahe]^kl lh ehg` Zl bm bl ln[fbmm^] mh hnk @hkihkZm^ P^\k^mZkr Zm hnk ikbg\biZe ^q^\nmbo^ h__b\^ gh ^Zkeb^k maZg

C^[knZkr 22, 2024 Zg] gh eZm^k maZg JZk\a 23, 2024 Zg] hma^kpbl^ bg Z\\hk]Zg\^ pbma hnk [reZpl.

Pmh\dahe]^kl pah bgm^g] mh lheb\bm ikhqb^l bg k^ebZg\^ hg ma^ PB@yl ngbo^klZe ikhqr kne^ _hk ]bk^\mhk ghfbg^^l ln[fbmm^] ng]^k ma^ Z]oZg\^ ghmb\^

k^jnbk^f^gml h_ hnk [reZpl fnlm \hfier pbma ma^ Z]]bmbhgZe k^jnbk^f^gml h_ One^ 14Z-19([). T^ ^g\hnkZ`^ lmh\dahe]^kl pah pbla mh ln[fbm Z

ikhihlZe hk ghfbgZmbhg mh l^^d bg]^i^g]^gm \hngl^e. T^ pbee ghm \hglb]^k Zgr ikhihlZe hk ghfbgZmbhg maZm bl ghm mbf^er hk hma^kpbl^ ]h^l ghm

f^^m ma^ [reZp Zg] PB@ k^jnbk^f^gml. T^ k^l^ko^ ma^ kb`am mh k^c^\m, kne^ hnm h_ hk]^k, hk mZd^ hma^k ZiikhikbZm^ Z\mbhg pbma k^li^\m mh Zgr

ikhihlZe maZm ]h^l ghm \hfier pbma ma^l^ Zg] hma^k Ziieb\Z[e^ k^jnbk^f^gml.

Lnk [reZpl Zelh ikhob]^ maZm, ng]^k \^kmZbg \bk\nflmZg\^l, Z lmh\dahe]^k hk `khni h_ lmh\dahe]^kl fZr bg\en]^ ]bk^\mhk \Zg]b]Zm^l maZm ma^r

aZo^ ghfbgZm^] bg ma^ ikhqr fZm^kbZel _hk hnk ZggnZe f^^mbg`l. Qa^l^ ikhqr Z\\^ll ikhoblbhgl h_ hnk [reZpl ikhob]^, Zfhg` hma^k mabg`l, maZm Z

lmh\dahe]^k, hk Z `khni h_ ni mh 20 lmh\dahe]^kl, hpgbg` 3% hk fhk^ h_ ma^ @hfiZgryl hnmlmZg]bg` lmh\d \hgmbgnhnler _hk Zm e^Zlm mak^^ r^Zkl,

fZr ghfbgZm^, Zg] bg\en]^ bg hnk ikhqr fZm^kbZel _hk Zg ZggnZe f^^mbg`, mph bg]bob]nZel mh l^ko^ Zl ]bk^\mhkl hk 20% h_ ma^ ?hZk], pab\a^o^k bl

`k^Zm^k. Qa^ ghfbgZmbg` lmh\dahe]^k hk `khni h_ lmh\dahe]^kl Zelh fnlm ]^ebo^k ma^ bg_hkfZmbhg k^jnbk^] [r, Zg] ^Z\a ghfbg^^ fnlm f^^m ma^

jnZeb_b\Zmbhgl k^jnbk^] [r, hnk [reZpl. O^jn^lml mh bg\en]^ lmh\dahe]^k-ghfbgZm^] \Zg]b]Zm^l bg ma^ @hfiZgryl ikhqr fZm^kbZel _hk ma^ 2024

>ggnZe J^^mbg` h_ Pmh\dahe]^kl fnlm [^ k^\^bo^] [r ma^ @hkihkZm^ P^\k^mZkr Zm ma^ Z[ho^ Z]]k^ll gh ^Zkeb^k maZg C^[knZkr 22, 2024 Zg] gh

eZm^k maZg JZk\a 23, 2024. T^ Z]obl^ rhn mh k^ob^p hnk [reZpl, pab\a \hgmZbg ma^l^ Zg] hma^k k^jnbk^f^gml pbma k^li^\m mh Z]oZg\^ ghmb\^ h_

lmh\dahe]^k ikhihlZel Zg] ]bk^\mhk ghfbgZmbhgl Zg] ikhqr Z\\^ll ghfbgZmbhgl, bg\en]bg` \^kmZbg bg_hkfZmbhg maZm fnlm [^ bg\en]^] \hg\^kgbg` ma^

lmh\dahe]^k Zg] ^Z\a ikhihlZe Zg] ghfbg^^. CZbenk^ mh \hfier pbma ma^ k^jnbk^f^gml, ikh\^]nk^l Zg] ]^Z]ebg^l bg hnk [reZpl fZr ik^\en]^

ik^l^gmZmbhg Zg] \hglb]^kZmbhg h_ ma^ fZmm^k hk ghfbgZmbhg h_ ma^ Ziieb\Z[e^ \Zg]b]Zm^ _hk ^e^\mbhg Zm ma^ 2024 >ggnZe J^^mbg` h_ Pmh\dahe]^kl.

Lnk [reZpl p^k^ _be^] pbma ma^ PB@ Zl Zg ^qab[bm mh hnk >ggnZe O^ihkm hg Chkf 10-H _hk ma^ r^Zk ^g]^] A^\^f[^k 31, 2022 Zg] \Zg [^ ob^p^]

[r oblbmbg` hnk bgo^lmhk k^eZmbhgl p^[lbm^ Zm ammil://bgo^lmhkl.^[Zrbg\.\hf/_bgZg\bZe-bg_hkfZmbhg/ZggnZe-k^ihkml/]^_Znem.Zliq. Vhn fZr Zelh h[mZbg Z

\hir [r pkbmbg` mh hnk @hkihkZm^ P^\k^mZkr Zm hnk ikbg\biZe ^q^\nmbo^ h__b\^ (2025 EZfbemhg >o^gn^, PZg Ghl^, @Zeb_hkgbZ 95125).

?bj VTa @ ZXg X_XVgeba\V TVVXff gb g[X Gebkl JgTgX`Xag TaW

u

u

?bj VTa @ ZXg X_XVgeba\V TVVXff gb g[X Gebkl JgTgX`Xag TaW
8aahT_ IXcbeg7
Qa^ Khmb\^, ikhqr \Zk] hk ohmbg` bglmkn\mbhg _hkf pbee \hgmZbg bglmkn\mbhgl hg ahp mh:

ob^p hnk ikhqr fZm^kbZel _hk ma^ >ggnZe J^^mbg` hg ma^ Fgm^kg^m Zg] ohm^ rhnk laZk^l; Zg]

bglmkn\m nl mh l^g] hnk _nmnk^ ikhqr fZm^kbZel mh rhn ^e^\mkhgb\Zeer [r ^fZbe.

Lnk ikhqr fZm^kbZel Zk^ Zelh ZoZbeZ[e^ hg hnk bgo^lmhk k^eZmbhgl p^[lbm^ Zm ammil://bgo^lmhkl.^[Zrbg\.\hf/_bgZg\bZe-bg_hkfZmbhg/ZggnZe-

k^ihkml/]^_Znem.Zliq.

Vhn \Zg \ahhl^ mh k^\^bo^ _nmnk^ ikhqr fZm^kbZel ^e^\mkhgb\Zeer [r oblbmbg` hnk bgo^lmhk k^eZmbhgl p^[lbm^ Zm

ammil://bgo^lmhkl.^[Zrbg\.\hf/_bgZg\bZe-bg_hkfZmbhg/ZggnZe-k^ihkml/]^_Znem.Zliq. F_ rhn \ahhl^ mh k^\^bo^ _nmnk^ ikhqr fZm^kbZel ^e^\mkhgb\Zeer, rhn

pbee k^\^bo^ Zg ^fZbe g^qm r^Zk pbma bglmkn\mbhgl \hgmZbgbg` Z ebgd mh mahl^ fZm^kbZel Zg] Z ebgd mh ma^ ikhqr ohmbg` lbm^. Vhnk \ahb\^ mh k^\^bo^

ikhqr fZm^kbZel ^e^\mkhgb\Zeer pbee k^fZbg bg ^__^\m ngmbe rhn \hgmZ\m ^?Zr Fgo^lmhk O^eZmbhgl Zg] m^ee nl hma^kpbl^. Vhn fZr oblbm hnk bgo^lmhk

k^eZmbhgl p^[lbm^ Zm ammil://bgo^lmhkl.^[Zrbg\.\hf hk \hgmZ\m ^?Zr Fgo^lmhk O^eZmbhgl [r fZbe Zm 2025 EZfbemhg >o^gn^, PZg Ghl^, @Zeb_hkgbZ

95125 hk Zm bk=^[Zr.\hf hk [r m^e^iahg^ Zm (408) 376-7493.

?bj Wb @ bUgT\a T cTcXe Vbcl bY g[X cebkl `TgXe\T_f7
F_ rhn phne] ebd^ mh k^\^bo^ Z iZi^k \hir h_ hnk ikhqr fZm^kbZel, ie^Zl^ _heehp ma^ bglmkn\mbhgl bg\en]^] bg ma^ Khmb\^.
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1201 NORTH MARKET STREET

P.O. BOX 1347 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE  19899-1347 

(302) 658-9200 

(302) 658-3989 FAX 

February 2, 2024 

eBay Inc. 
2025 Hamilton Ave. 
San Jose, CA 95125  

RE: Stockholder Proposal Submitted by John Chevedden 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

This letter confirms our opinion regarding a stockholder proposal (the “Proposal”) 
submitted to eBay Inc., a Delaware corporation (the “Company”), by John Chevedden (the 
“Proponent”) for inclusion in the Company’s proxy materials for its 2024 annual meeting of 
stockholders.  For the reasons explained below, it is our opinion that implementation of the 
Proposal would cause the Company to violate Delaware law and that the Company lacks the power 
and authority to implement the Proposal. 

The Proposal would result in an automatic amendment to the Company’s Bylaws.  
The amendment would prohibit the Company’s Board of Directors from awarding annual 
compensation to directors greater than $1 unless, among other requirements, the compensation is 
approved by a “majority of stockholder votes present in person or represented by proxies.”  This 
vote on director compensation “shall include only stockholder votes of stockholders that are not 
directors” of the Company.1

1 The Proposal provides:  

 “The Bylaws of eBay Inc. are amended as follows:   

Article II, Section 2.12 [of the Bylaws] is deleted and replaced in its entirety as follows:   

Compensation of Directors.  The Board shall not have any authority to fix the compensation of directors.  The 
compensation of directors the Corporation pays shall be fixed at $1 in a fiscal year; provided, however, the Corporation 
may pay, grant, or award compensation greater than $1 in a fiscal year if such compensation has been (1) disclosed to 
stockholders in advance of the fiscal year in which the Corporation will pay, grant, or award such compensation; (2) 
submitted to an approval vote of stockholders at an annual or special meeting of stockholders in advance of the fiscal 
year in which the Corporation will pay, grant, or award such disclosed compensation; and (3) approved by a majority 
of stockholder votes present in person or represented by proxies and entitled to vote cast in favor of the disclosed annual 
compensation at an annual or special meeting of stockholders in advance of the fiscal year in which the Corporation 
will pay, grant, or award such compensation, which majority shall include only stockholder votes of stockholders that 
are not directors of the Corporation.” 
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Section 141(h) of the Delaware General Corporation Law (the “DGCL”) authorizes 
a board of directors to fix director compensation unless that authority is restricted in the certificate 
of incorporation or bylaws.  We doubt that a bylaw requiring annual stockholder authorization for 
director compensation greater than $1 is a lawful “restriction” under Section 141(h).  But we need 
not express a view on that broader issue because the stockholder vote included in the Proposal 
would violate the specific and express provisions of Section 212(a) of the DGCL.   

The DGCL grants each stockholder of a Delaware corporation a fundamental 
franchise right to cast one vote per share of stock on all matters submitted for stockholder action.  
All stockholders are entitled to one vote per share.  Section 212(a) of the DGCL states:  

Unless otherwise provided in the certificate of incorporation and subject to § 213 
of this title, each stockholder shall be entitled to 1 vote for each share of capital 
stock held by such stockholder.2

The Proposal would cause the Company to violate Section 212(a).  The reference 
to “each stockholder” in Section 212(a) includes each director who holds common stock.  Each 
director of the Company is therefore entitled to one vote for each share he or she holds if the 
Bylaws were amended to require a stockholder vote to authorize director compensation.  The 
Proposal would violate the DGCL because it would divest certain stockholders (that is, 
stockholders who are directors) of their voting rights by Bylaw amendment.   

Under Section 212(a), the “one vote for each share” right may be modified only in 
one of two ways, and neither of them applies to the Proposal:  

• Section 212(a) is “subject to” Section 213 of the DGCL.  Section 213 allows a corporation’s 
board of directors to fix a record date in advance of a stockholder meeting, to determine 
which stockholders are entitled to vote at an upcoming meeting.  Section 213 means only 
that a director must hold stock as of the record date for a meeting in order to vote at the 
meeting.  The Proposal would disenfranchise directors even if they hold stock as of the 
record date for a meeting, so the reference to Section 213 in Section 212(a) does not apply 
to the Proposal.  

• The “one vote for each share” voting right does not apply if contrary provisions are made 
“in the certificate of incorporation.”  We have reviewed the Amended and Restated 
Certificate of Incorporation, as amended, of the Company, and it contains no provision 
opting out of the “one vote for each share” right.  The Proponent asks the stockholders of 
the Company to violate Section 212(a) of the DGCL by adopting a bylaw that opts out of 
the “one vote for each share” rule.  But Section 212(a) is clear: any opt out must be included 
solely in the certificate of incorporation, not in a bylaw.3

2 8 Del. C. § 212(a). 

3 When a statutory provision like Section 212(a) is subject only to opt-outs “otherwise provided in the certificate of 

incorporation,” this language operates as a “bylaw excluder in the sense that those words make clear that the specific 
grant of authority in that particular statute is one that can be varied only by charter and therefore indisputably not 
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Section 212(a) neither contemplates nor permits amending bylaws to 
disenfranchise a sub-group of stockholders.4  The case law interpreting Section 212(a) supports 
this conclusion.  In each case where the Delaware courts have upheld a corporation’s deviation 
from the “one vote for each share” rule, that deviation was implemented through a provision in the 
corporation’s certificate of incorporation, not the bylaws.5  The Proposal does not contemplate any 
such amendment of the Company’s Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation.  The 
Proposal instead seeks the unilateral amendment of the Bylaws by the stockholders to disqualify 
certain shares that would be entitled to vote in connection with a stockholder vote to authorize 
director compensation. 

Because the Proposal would nullify the voting power of stock owned by directors, 
the Proposal asks the stockholders to amend the Bylaws of the Company in a manner expressly 
prohibited by Delaware law.  Accordingly, it is our opinion that implementation of the Proposal 
would cause the Company to violate Delaware law and that the Company lacks the power and 
authority to implement the Proposal. 

one that can be altered by a § 109 bylaw.”  Jones Apparel Group, Inc. v. Maxwell Shoe Company, Inc., 883 A.2d 
837, 848 (Del. Ch. 2004).

4 In contrast to the Proposal, if directors are concerned that their compensation may be questioned or challenged in 
litigation, the directors might ask stockholders to ratify the compensation by a stockholder vote that excludes 
stock owned by directors.  Ratification votes are voluntarily submitted by a board and are in addition to the vote 
required to authorize an action.  See Lewis v. Vogelstein, 699 A.2d 327, 334 (Del. Ch. 1997) (distinguishing 
ratification votes from “those instances in which shareholder votes are a necessary step in authorizing a 
transaction.”).  The Proposal would impose a mandatory authorization vote, not a voluntary ratification vote.  
Accordingly, the Proposal must comply with the “one vote for each share” rule imposed by Section 212(a).   

5 See Colon v. Bumble, Inc., 2023 WL 5920100 (Del. Ch. Sept. 12, 2023); Providence & Worcester Co. v. Baker, 
378 A.2d 121 (Del. 1977); Williams v. Geier, 1987 WL 11285 (Del Ch. May 20, 1987); Sagusa, Inc. v. Magellan 

Petroleum Corp., 1993 WL 512487 (Del. Ch. Dec. 1, 1993), aff’d, 650 A.2d 1306 (Del. 1994) (Table).  


